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Preface
“The ballot is stronger than the bullet.” 

 “....Elections belong to the people. It's their decision.”

Abraham Lincoln 

Electons are the biggest tools of a democracy. In fact, this viable decision

making process of selectng a government of the people, by the people and

for the people forms the very defning line between the democracy and the

dictatorial rule. 

It won't be wrong to say that when a naton exercises its right to vote, it

exercises its power to create its own future. And, when it's about the largest

and the most eclectc democracy of the world – India – their importance can

never be over-emphasised. 

India goes to its 16th Lok Sabha polls in April 2014. In its longest and

costliest electons ever, India, with the world's largest electoral force of over

81 Crores, shall vote for 543 parliamentary consttuencies startng 7th

April'14 tll 12th May'14. 

Electons have always been huge in India, but this tme they are even bigger.

The country has seen some major politcal turnarounds, the air is rife with

the voice of the common man, many unconventonal candidates have joined

the politcal bandwagon, the saga of dynasty politcs looks prety challenged

and the masses seem heavily interested in who takes the reins of the naton.

No wonder, Electons 2014 have piqued the curiosity of all and sundry. This is

why we at GaneshaSpeaks.com, India's largest and world's #3 Astrology

services provider, decided to bring out this extremely useful and interestng

book. 

In this unique and comprehensive book 'Indian General Electons 2014 – An

Astrological Perspectve', we atempt to bring you classifed, detailed and

beautfully elucidated Astrological predictons on the most important

aspects of the 2014 chapter of the Indian Lok Sabha Electons – predictons,

which will give you a never-before peek into what's to come, what to expect

and why.  

Formulated in a convenient, easy to understand format, this book covers

artcles on myriad aspects of electons. The predictons begin with the

general planetary picture and a highly intriguing overview of the post-
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electons picture. The saga shall get even more gripping once the readers

come to the second secton of the book that carries the forecasts on the

probable fortunes of all the major politcal partes.

To bind the readers further, we atempt an Astrological take on some of the

most important Indian politcal leaders and all the major celebrites

contestng electons. And, last but not the least, the book does forecasts on

major 'Star Wars' – most crucial and captvatng electoral contests of the

Electons 2014 and their results.  

These 100% reliable forecasts, arrived at afer applying complex astrological

principles - based on tme-tested scientfc/ mathematcal axioms, take into

consideraton multple factual factors, including the Birth Details of the

candidates, the Details of party formaton, the Date, Time and Place of the

Electon/s etc. When these vital aspects are studied in confuence with the

planetary transits, the result is simply spectacular – and with this book, it's

yours to see.  

Happy Reading! And, please do exercise your Right to Vote!

GaneshaSpeaks.com wishes and prays for the best for India and her

enthusiastc voters.
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India goes to 16th LS Elections...What
lies ahead? 

The world's largest democracy India goes to polls beginning 7th April

2014 to select its 16th Lok Sabha. In its longest and costliest ever

electons, India shall vote for 543 parliamentary consttuencies with

an electoral force of over 814 million voters, again largest in the

world. The 2014 General Electons are slated to take place in 9

phases – beginning 7th April 2014 tll 12th May 2014. The result of

these electons will be declared on 16 May 2014, before the reigning

Lok Sabha completes its tenure, slated for 31st May 2014. 

This undoubtedly is going to be a sensitve tme for the country, and

the air is rife with party slogans, promises and wars of words.

Ganesha takes a look at the Event Chart created for the start date of

2014 LS Electons, and predicts the way ahead. 

Electon Chart

7th April 2014, 7:00, Delhi

16th General Electons will be started from 7th April 2014. Votng will

be started at 7:00 AM. The Event Chart has been created on this

basis. 

The Event Chart of 7th April has Aries Ascendant. Electons are going

to start with Moon in Gemini, Punarvasu Nakshatra applying Square
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to the Ascendant Lord retrograde Mars in Virgo. 

So, there will be a lot of indecisiveness amongst the party leaders

and voters both, and the speculatons shall go on tll the countng

ends, stars suggest.

The Ascendant Lord Mars is retrograde in this Event Chart, and is

placed badly in the 6th House. Also, Ketu is placed in the Ascendant

in the Chart. As the Ascendant and its Lord both are weak and

aficted, it looks likely that the ruling party will be facing huge

problems during the electon tme.  

On the other hand, the Lord of the 7th House (the House of

oppositon) Venus is well placed in the 11th House (the House of

gains) in this Chart. Also, Venus gets strength by exchange with

Saturn. So, the oppositon partes look set to be in a stronger

positon than the ruling party.

Another important factor - The Ascendant Lord Mars in his Kundli

will be retrograde on 25 Degrees Virgo when the frst phase polling

will take place. On the result day, it will be on 15 Degree Virgo. So,

Mars' strength will get reduced by 40% on the date of result. 

On the other hand, the 7th House Lord Venus will be direct on 7

degree Aquarius. On the result day, Venus will advance to 20 Degree

Pisces. It indicates signifcant rise in strength. Also, Venus will be

exalted on the result day. 

In this context, the main oppositon party BJP's strength will

increase more than 100% in these electons, whereas the ruling

party Congress' strength will reduce drastcally, feels Ganesha. 

Applying this efect on the seat tally, Ganesha feels that the BJP

may get LS seats between 200 to 225. Congress, however, may get

LS seats between 105 to 125.

Eclipse - An annular solar eclipse will occur on April 29'14, and a

lunar eclipse will occur on April 15'14. Both these eclipses will not be

visible in India. Also, Moon will be in conjuncton with Rahu and

retrograde Saturn on 17th April 2014. 
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So, the frst phase of polling in Rajasthan, the second phase of

polling in Utar Pradesh and Bihar, Chatsgarh and Madhya Pradesh

and votng in Karnataka will remain very important and highly

unpredictable. It will bring many shocking results, and will have

marked impact on fnal results of the LS Electons 2014, suggest the

stars . There could also be some untoward happenings and

disruptons around eclipses.

Conclusion
India is going to witness one of the most excitng and keenly fought

votng to power. 

Narendra Modi's chart indicates great possibilites of coming into

power. 

It is the NDA government that will be formed at the center with BJP

leading it in a prominent way, suggests Ganesha. 

With Ganesha's Grace,

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Stars don't look set to be in favour of
the ruling party Congress, says

Ganesha.

The Indian Natonal Congress is the oldest politcal party in India, and

has ruled the country for 49 years since its independence from the

Britshers in 1947. It is one of the largest democratc politcal partes

in the world. The Congress was founded in 1885 by Allan Octavian

Hume, Dadabhai Naoroji, Dinshaw Wacha, Womesh Chandra

Bonnerjee, Surendranath Banerjee, Monomohun Ghose, Mahadev

Govind Ranade and William Wedderburn. 

In the following decades, the Indian Natonal Congress became the

main partcipant in the Indian Independence Movement against

Britsh colonial rule. Afer independence in 1947, it became the

naton's dominant politcal party and has ruled the country, either on

its own or in a coaliton, for half a century. 

However, since 2010 it has had to face an uphill task, mainly because

of its dynastc leadership, myriad charges of corrupton and

misgovernance. Not many people are optmistc about its chances in

the upcoming Lok Sabha electons. Ganesha takes a sneak peek.

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Congress party is passing through the Jupiter Mahadasha and

Mercury Bhukt currently, suggests the reading of its party Formaton

Chart.  Mercury is the Lord of 4th and 7th Houses and is placed in

the 9th House. It is in the Mercury Bhukt when Congress lost power

in 4 Indian states. Mercury, though placed well, loses its strength

signifcantly, as it is debilitated in the Navmansa. 
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Congress(I) Party Formaton Date – 2nd January 1978

Congress(I) Party Formaton Chart

So, the forthcoming period may not augur well for the Congress

party, feels Ganesha. Adding to this, the transitng Saturn and Rahu

are passing through the 8th House (the House of adversites) in

party's Formaton Chart. This will remain a major hurdle for the

Party. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Planetary infuences during the electon period may not bring any

relief or great hopes for the ruling Party Congress. 

The competton will be extremely tough, and the Congress

leadership will face various challenges both within and outside the

party. 

Congress will be fghtng back valiantly to regain lost ground with its

voters. However, chances of making desired impact on voters are

feeble. 

The grand old party is fghtng a batle for its politcal existence, and

despite extremely challenging conditons, Congress will stll be able

to survive in many states, adds Ganesha.  
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Conclusion
These LS electons will prove to be a litmus test for the Congress

party. 

There will be constant splits and confusion within the party cadre,

and keeping the supports intact will be a nightmare for the

leadership. 

Voter base of Congress will decrease signifcantly, suggest the stars.

However, traditonal supporters of the party will stll remain faithful,

and shall help the party to avoid the total erosion. 

The analysis of event chart of 7th April 2014 (frst polling day's

chart) is alarming for the ruling party. The Ascendant Lord Mars is

retrograde, and its strength will get reduced considerably on the

result day that is 16th May 2014. 

Analysis of this chart indicates at least 40% damage to the ruling

party Congress' voter base and the seat count. 

If we further apply this to the seat tally, Congress is likely to get LS

seats between 105 to 125.  

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Stars send Success BJP's way in LS
Elections 2014! But, it may come at a

price, adds Ganesha.

Founded in 1980, the Bharatya Janata Party is India's second largest

politcal party in terms of representaton in Parliament and in the

various state Assemblies. The party's roots lie in the Bharatya Jana

Sangh, formed in 1951 by Syama Prasad Mookerjee. For the 1977

general electons, the Jana Sangh merged with several partes to

form the Janata Party and defeated the ruling Congress. 

But the party was dissolved in 1980, and the core members of the

erstwhile Jana Sangh regrouped as the Bharatya Janata Party.

Although initally unsuccessful, winning only two seats in the 1984

general electon, the BJP soon grew in strength on the wave of the

Ram Janmabhoomi movement, and came to power in several states. 

From 1998 to 2004, the BJP-led Natonal Democratc Alliance (NDA),

a coaliton of several partes, formed the natonal government.

Headed by Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, it was the frst non-

Congress government to last a full term in ofce. However, it

sufered a surprising defeat in the 2004 general electons, but has

been the main oppositon party in Parliament since then. 

The party is currently in power in fve Indian states, including

Gujarat, whose Chief Minister Narendra Modi is NDA's prime-

ministerial candidate for the upcoming 2014 General Electons.

Ganesha takes a look at BJP's Party Formaton Chart to predict the

way ahead. 
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Party Formaton Date - 6th April 1980

BJP's Formaton Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The party Formaton Chart of BJP suggests that it is currently under

the infuence of Sun Mahadasha and Rahu Bhukt. 

The Sun is the Lord of the 3rd House and is Digbali in the 10th House. 

Also, the Sun is in exchange with the 10th House's Lord Jupiter in the

party Formaton Chart. 10th is the House of prestge and politcal

power, as per Astrology. A strong 10th House in BJP's Chart, thus,

indicates achievement of goals and imminent success. 

From 6th May 2014, the Party will be under the infuence of Jupiter

Bhukt. The 10th House Lord Jupiter is placed well, and gets powerful

by an exchange with Sun. 

However, there is a negatve aspect that may pose as a hurdle for the

party - Jupiter is retrograde and is severely aficted, which can bring

challenges for the party.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

In these Electons, the morale of the party leaders and workers from

Bhartya Janata Party will be extraordinarily high. The fery and
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aggressive campaign will have a positve impact on the Indian Voters

too. 

There will be a swing in the favour of BJP. “Modi factor” would also

contnue to rule in the 2014 General Electons. 

Atal Bihari Vajpayee government had come to power defeatng the

Congress in 1996, when the transitng Rahu was in Virgo. Now, Rahu

is about to enter the Zodiac Sign Virgo yet again on 12th July 2014.

This factor is also indicatve that BJP may be coming to the power

positon again. 

In its Sun Dasha Jupiter Bhukt too, the party is again nearing the

power, adds Ganesha.   

Conclusion
BJP will dominate the forthcoming electons, stars suggest. It is

likely to emerge as the largest single party in 2014 General Electons. 

The analysis of event chart of 7th April 2014 (frst day's polling chart)

indicates highly favourable conditons for the Bhartya Janata Party. 

The strength of the 7th House Lord Venus in this event chart will

increase signifcantly on the result day. The current ruling alliance's

main oppositon party's that is BJP's strength is likely to increase

more than 100% as per this chart. 

If we apply this to the seat tally aspect, BJP is likely to get LS Seats

between 200 and 225. 

However, Jupiter, the Lord of the 10th House is in conjuncton with

Saturn, Rahu and Mars. Due to this, BJP will not be able to form a

government without many coaliton partners. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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A mixed bag awaits AAP in the LS
Elections 2014, foretell the stars.

A string of corruptons scandals in the central government led to the

formaton of India Against Corrupton, spearheaded by actvists like

Anna Hazare and Arvind Kejriwal, who had been demanding a Jan

Lokpal Bill to root out corrupton in the country. The movement

atracted unprecedented crowds and support from people all over

India who were fed up of corrupton in every walk of life. 

However, Hazare and Kejriwal soon developed diferences over

whether to politcise the issue. While Hazare preferred to stay out of

the power and government, the frebrand Kejriwal decided to enter

politcs, trying his bit to root out corrupton from inside. 

He formally launched his politcal party named Aam Aadmi Party

(AAP) in November 2012. The party's frst test came in the 2013

Delhi Assembly Electons, from which it emerged as the second-

largest party, winning 28 of the 70 seats. With no party obtaining an

overall majority, the AAP formed a minority government with

conditonal support from the Congress, but quit afer just 50 days in

government, fnding it difcult to govern without a clear majority. 

Initally known to probably sit out the 16th Lok Sabha Electons, AAP

changed its stance, and came back fercer. Now they are gunning for

the Lok Sabha Electons, with the Party leader Kejriwal deciding to

take BJP's Prime Ministerial candidate Narendra Modi head-on in

Varanasi consttuency. Ganesha feels that the party may harm the

interests of both BJP and Congress, but only in certain pockets.

Name of the Party - Aam Admi Party (AAP)
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Party's Formaton Details - 26th November 2012

Aam Aadmi Party's Formaton Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The Party Formaton Chart suggests that AAP is passing through the

Venus Mahadasha and Venus Bhukt. Venus is strong in the 10th

House in the Formaton Chart, but is in the star of Rahu. 

Also, the transitng Saturn and Rahu are passing through the 10th

House in the Formaton Chart, which may not augur well for the

Party and its prospects during LS Electons 2014. 

The forthcoming eclipses in April may also have an adverse impact

on the AAP's prospects in the Lok Sabha Electons 2014. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Afer a stellar performance in the Delhi Assembly Electons, the Aam

Admi Party is trying hard to take on the bigwigs of other partes in

the 2014 General Electons. However, it will be difcult for them to

create the desired impact at the natonal level. Though their

numbers are growing, the party's popularity will steadily decline. 

AAP's leadership will be lef with mixed feelings, stars suggest, as

they will be able to win some seats, but some of their prominent

leaders may face defeats. 
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Dissatsfacton with and within the party will rise, and cynicism will

increase in the middle and upper classes towards AAP leaders. 

However, AAP stll looks set to enjoy some support, and will have a

signifcant impact on some LS seats. 

Conclusion
Afer having to quit the Delhi government, the AAP may be down,

but not out. 

The stars suggest that the Party may eat into the traditonal

Congress votes, and may also damage the prospects of some of the

BJP candidates in the LS Polls 2014. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

Stars look set to support TMC in the
Elections 2014, says Ganesha.

The All India Trinamool Congress (TMC), the ruling party of the

Eastern state of West Bengal, was founded in the year 1998. Led by

feisty Chief Minister of West Bengal, Sushri Mamata Banerjee, TMC

is currently the 6th largest party in the present Lok Sabha with 19

seats. And, the trend may repeat itself one more tme in the

upcoming Lok Sabha Electons – thanks to TMC's supportve stars,

says Ganesha. 

In late 2012, the TMC withdrew its support to the UPA's central
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government afer party leader Banerjee's demands for a rollback of

certain reforms were not met. She was against governmental actons

like FDI in retail, diesel price-increase and limitng the number of

subsidised cooking gas cylinders for households. 

She, too, like Shri Nitsh Kumar of Bihar, is said to harbour prime

ministerial ambitons, but is disgruntled at not getng support for it

from any quarter. In fact, she was lef red-faced recently when ant-

corrupton crusader Anna Hazare, banking on whose support she

had organised a massive rally in Delhi recently, failed to show up, and

the curtains fell for her, so to say, on empty chairs. 

Anyhow, it's electons tme, and TMC is doing its best to make a

mark. Ms. Banerjee recently joined hands with AIADMK leader J

Jayalalithaa for the General Electons 2014. Will this move help TMC?

Stakes are high this tme – will TMC win a good number of Lok Sabha

seats? 

Ganesha takes the help of Vedic astrology to predict the fate of this

party in the forthcoming Lok Sabha polls.

Name of the Candidate/ Party – All India Trinamool Congress (TMC)

Party Formaton Details – 1st January 1998

TMC's Party Formaton Chart
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Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The transitng Jupiter is aspectng the Natal Sun and the 9th House of

Fortune in the Foundaton Chart of TMC. Also, the Chart suggests

that TMC is passing through the Rahu-Saturn-Mars Dasha period.

Rahu is as it is strong in the 5th House in this party Chart. Saturn is

strong in the Navmansa Kundli, and Mars is exalted in the 10th

House. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The planetary infuences indicate a “sharp polarizaton” of votes in

favour of TMC. It is likely that a large secton of voters will be votng

for the Trinamool Congress during Lok Sabha Electons - 2014. 

TMC, on its part, too will make an atempt to promote fresh blood

and improve its overall image in the minds of the state of West

Bengal's voters. 

The party will gain remarkable support in its eforts, suggest the

favourable stars.

All in all, it will not only retain its LS seats, but may also improve its

overall tally. 

However, the party may sufer some unexpected losses, owing to

Rahu's efect. And, it will be unable to expand its base beyond the

state of West Bengal. 

Conclusion
The stars confrm that Trinamool Congress (TMC) may emerge as one

of the biggest regional partes in the 16th Lok Sabha Electons. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Not much starry support for JD (U)
in General Elections 2014, 

says Ganesha.

The 5th largest party in the current Lok Sabha with 20 seats, the

Janata Dal (United) has its base mainly in the Indian states of Bihar

and Jharkhand. The party, mentored by the veteran socialist leader

George Fernandes, was formed by merging the Sharad Yadav facton

of the Janata Dal, the Lokshakt Party and the Samata Party in the

year 2003. 

The JD (U) got its frst major victory when it along with its alliance

partner, the BJP, defeated the RJD-led UPA government in Bihar in

November 2005 in Vidhan Sabha electons. They retained their ofce

in 2010 Vidhan Sabha Electons too. The Bihar government is headed

by JD(U) leader Nitsh Kumar. 

Although he has drawn plaudits for his good governance and

development in Bihar, Nitsh Kumar, harbouring prime ministerial

ambitons, has lately distanced himself from the BJP. Clearly, he

resents the fact that Gujarat CM Narendra Modi – and not he – was

given precedence when BJP selected its prime ministerial candidate

for 2014 LS Electons. 

In what may be a big blow to JD (U)'s prospects in the upcoming

electons, it had to expel Sabir Ali, its Lok Sabha candidate from

Sheohar afer he openly praised Narendra Modi, and indirectly

blamed his own party for “cheatng Muslims in the name of

secularism". 

What will ensue now? Will JD (U) embrace BJP if it makes nearer to
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the magical fgure of 272? Ganesha predicts the performance of this

party in the forthcoming Lok Sabha electons.

Name of the Party – Janata Dal (United)

Party Details –30th October 2003

Janata Dal (United)'s Party Formaton Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

In JD(U)'s Foundaton Chart, the Zodiac of Capricorn is rising in the

Ascendant. 

The Sun, however, is debilitated and aficted by Ketu in the 10th

House. And, currently the transitng Saturn and Rahu are passing

through the 10th House over its Natal Sun.

JD(U) is passing through the Venus Mahadasha and Mercury Bhukt.

Plus, Mercury, the planet of intellect and communicatons, is also

aficted in the 10th House. 

Predictons (Astrological Analysis)

JD(U) is facing an enormous challenge of repeatng its performance

of the 2009 Lok Sabha and 2010 Legislatve Assembly electons. 

The party's biggest challenge this tme, what with not so favourable

stars, would be to even retain its LS seats. Improving the tally shall
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only feature later, feels Ganesha, and that would be even a bigger

challenge.  

The stars also suggest that there may be constant splits and

confusion within the party cadre, and keeping the supports intact

will be a nightmare for the leadership. 

The party will soon realise its shortcomings, however. Their inability

to put the people, the naton above themselves, and inability to form

strategic alliances may end up having signifcant adverse efects on

JD (U)'s politcal prospects and overall progress in LS Electons 2014.

Conclusion
It will be very difcult for JD (U) to retain its LS seats in Bihar. It has a

steep mountain to climb this tme, feels Ganesha. 

Party will be trying hard to woo its voters, but the leadership may fail

to inspire confdence within its supporters. 

The stars foretell that the party's performance in the forthcoming

electons will be very average. The JD (U) at best will play the role of

a game spoiler.

Name of the contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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A very supportive planetary line-up
shall hold AIADMK in good stead in

the Elections 2014, says Ganesha. 

Name of the Candidate/ Party - All India Anna Dravida Munnetra

Kazhagam (AIADMK)

Party Details -17th October 1972

The All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIADMK) is the

ruling party in Tamil Nadu. The party was founded by MG

Ramachandran in 1972 - as a breakaway facton of the Dravida

Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK). Since 1989, AIADMK is headed by J

Jayalalithaa, the current Chief Minister of the South Indian state of

Tamil Nadu. 

The party has already won the Tamil Nadu Assembly electons 6

tmes, and is looking good to go in the upcoming Lok Sabha polls too,

especially now that it has entered into an alliance with the ruling

Trinamool Congress (TMC) in West Bengal. Both TMC and AIADMK

are supportng each other – when TMC pulled back the candidature

of Salim Mohammad earlier set to contest from Vellore seat,

AIADMK, in response, has decided to support Trinamool's nominee

Anita Mondal (from Anadaman and Nicobar seat).  

Both the women leaders look set to help each other on to the path

of cabinet. Will this allinace further AIADMK's fortunes in the coming

electons? Will J Jayalalithaa's rising fortunes help her party?

Ganesha takes a look at the party's Formaton Chart to predict the
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way ahead - 

AIADMK's Party Formaton Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The transitng Jupiter is aspectng the Natal Jupiter in AIADMK's

Chart. Plus, the transitng Jupiter is aspectng the Natal Sun and the

10th House's Lord Mercury. And, as per its formaton chart, AIADMK

is passing through a strong Jupiter Mahadasha. The Jupiter-Rahu-

Mercury period too looks good for the party and its fortunes.  

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

AIADMK seems to have a very well-planned electon strategy.

Overall, Tamil Nadu's ruling party appears to be leaving behind very

litle space for the Oppositon partes in the forthcoming Lok Sabha

electons. 

The favourable stars suggest that party will expand its voter-base. It

can be expected to do well. Its strong presence in Tamil Nadu and

Pondicherry will have a signifcant impact on the future

developments in the Indian politcs. 

All in all, a good performance from AIADMK is foreseen in the

upcoming Lok Sabha polls, says Ganesha. 
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However, the party will have to be careful in some consttuencies,

where it may face stf competton, where it may not be able to get

the expected results.

But, the part shall also beneft from its leader J Jayalalithaa's strong

stars, and the overall picture may largely be in their favour.  

Conclusion
If AIADMK emerges as the solo best performer in its consttuencies,

it stands to beneft a lot, and may also play a key role in government

formaton at the centre. Stars also suggest that AIADMK is likely to

emerge the biggest player in the state of Tamil Nadu.

Name of the contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

Though DMK's tally will reduce, it
will remain an important player in

TN politics, says Ganesha.

Name of the Candidate/ Party - Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam

Party Formaton Details - 17th September 1949

Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam, founded in 1949, is a major politcal

party in Tamil Nadu. It is a Dravidian party founded by CN Annadurai

as a breakaway facton from the Dravidar Kazhagam. Since 1969,

DMK has been headed by M Karunanidhi, former Chief Minister of

Tamil Nadu. DMK holds the distncton of being the frst party other
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than the Congress, to win state-level electons with a clear majority

on its own. 

DMK, since its incepton, wished to have a separate independent

naton for the Dravidians. Annadurai wanted a separate Dravida

Nadu, but the DMK changed its stance with the Chinese invasion in

1962, and suspended its demand and supported India for raising

funds for the war. When the war ended, natonalistc feelings were

so strong that DMK gave up the separate Dravida naton idea. 

In the forthcoming LS electons, Ganesha predicts that though DMK's

tally may reduce, the party will stll contnue to remain a major force

in the state.

DMK's Party Formaton Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The transitng Saturn and Rahu are passing through the 12th House

over the Natal Venus in DMK's Formaton Chart, which may not

augur well for the DMK in the forthcoming LS electons. 

Also, DMK is under the infuence of the Venus Mahadasha and Mars

Bhukt. Venus, the 12th House Lord is strong in the 12th House in the

star of Rahu, and the Ascendant Lord Mars is debilitated. Both these

factors indicate a difcult phase ahead for the DMK.
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Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

DMK will face a tough contest, and it will be very difcult for its

leaders to restore faith for the party among the Tamil Nadu voters,

suggest the stars. 

The party will fail to fnd a positve momentum in 2014 Electons,

and a down-slide in its fortunes is foreseen. 

Mult-party contests too may cause problems, and dent the Party's

prospects. 

As a result, their seats in Lok Sabha may decrease. However, their

traditonal voters will remain faithful to the party, which will help

them win a decent number of seats in Tamil Nadu.

Conclusion
DMK's LS seat tally may reduce, but its erosion is not foreseen. 

Despite tough situatons, DMK may be able to win a decent number

of seats, and will remain an important player in the Tamil Nadu

politcs. 

With Ganesha's Grace,

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks Team
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Star to support Shiv Sena in General
Elections 2014, asserts Ganesha. 

Founded in 1966 by the then politcal cartoonist Bal Thackeray, the

Shiv Sena is a politcal party based out of Mumbai, and, despite its

atempts to be recognised as a pan-India party, its image is stll that

of a chauvinistc and a Hindu natonalist politcal outit. 

Back in the 60s, the party's main agenda was to get preferental

treatment for Maharashtrians over the migrants to India's business

capital of then Bombay. The party contnued with its agenda even in

the early 2000s, and the exterminaton of the Bihari citzens from

Mumbai featured high on their list. 

The party has a strong hold over the Bollywood flm industry, and is

presently headed by Bal Thackeray's son, Uddhav Thackeray. There

was a tme when Bal Thackeray's word was law in Mumbai, but since

his demise in 2012, the party has lost much of its sheen. 

The Shiv Sena-BJP combined together and ruled the state of

Maharashtra from 1995 to 1999, afer which its infuence has been

steadily diminishing. 

Mumbai and the Konkan coastal areas have been Shiv Sena's

traditonal strongholds, but in the 2004 Lok Sabha electons the

equaton was reversed, with the party making inroads in the interior

parts of the state, while sufering losses in Mumbai. 

Ganesha predicts the party's fortunes in the upcoming 2014 Lok

Sabha electons.
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Name of the Party - Shiv Sena

Party Details - 19th June 1966

Shiv Sena's Party Formaton Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The transitng Jupiter is moving over the Natal Sun and Jupiter in

Shiva Sena's Formaton Chart, which looks excellent for the party

Shiv Sena. 

The Party is also under the strong Mahadasha period of Saturn-

Jupiter – an aspect that favours politcal endeavours.  

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Shiv Sena is likely to make inroads into many of the consttuencies

that are considered as the strongholds of the ruling alliance in

Maharashtra. 

The popularity of the Shiv Sena party will increase in these electons.

Party's traditonal voter base will also remain intact, suggest the

stars. 

Also, thanks to the strong planetary support, the party will gain good

support in 2014 Electons. It will not only retain its LS seats, but may

also improve its overall tally. 
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However, Shiv Sena may face stf competton in some

consttuencies, and some interestng fghts between the ruling party

and Shiv Sena will bring surprising results. 

Conclusion
Shiv Sena will get people's support, and it will help NDA to improve

its tally in General Electons – 2014, feels Ganesha. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

Planetary Support shall help
Shiromani Akali Dal improve its
seats tally in 2014 LS Elections....

The Shiromani Akali Dal is a Sikh-group led natonal politcal party led

by Sukhbir Singh Badal. The party controls the Sikh religious bodies

Shiromani Gurudwara Prabandhak Commitee, Delhi Sikh Gurdwara

Management Commitee, and is the largest and the most infuental

Sikh politcal party worldwide. 

The party believes that religion and politcs go hand in hand, and its

main agenda has been is giving voice to the Sikh issues. 

The current Punjab government is formed by Akali Dal in partnership

with its ally BJP. It has 56 members in the Punjab Assembly, and

along with 12 of BJP, it forms a majority government. Party patron

and ex-president Parkash Singh Badal is the Chief Minister of the
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North Indian state of Punjab and the party's president Sukhbir Singh

Badal is the Deputy-Chief Minister. 

Shiromani Akali Dal's Party Formaton Chart 

Shiromani Akali Dal party has 4 members in the present Lok Sabha.

Its main politcal opponent is the Congress party. Ganesha, however,

feels that this party will improve on its tally in the General Electons

2014. How and why? Read on!

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The Shiromani Akali Dal Party is currently under the infuence of

Venus Mahadasha and Venus Bhukt, as per its Formaton Chart. 

The Yogakaraka Venus is placed with the strong 10th House Lord

Mars.  Also, the transitng Jupiter is passing through the 5th House of

the part's Formaton Chart. However, the transitng Saturn and Rahu

are moving over party's Natal Rahu in the 10th House over its Natal

Moon – which may be slightly detrimental for the party fortunes. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Akali Dal will have a strong infuence in the state of Punjab, during

the forthcoming electons. Strong support from the voters of Punjab

will make Akali Dal a force to reckon with. 

However, it will not be so easy for the party to make inroads into the

Congress vote-base in the state of Punjab. There will be stf
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competton and resistance and therefore, the party may fall short in

some important consttuencies.  Overall, mult-party contests on

some seats are expected to dent the prospects of SAD. 

Conclusion

Shiromani Akali Dal will manage to retain its Lok Sabha seats, and

may even improve its tally to some extent. However, a clean sweep is

not foreseen, says Ganesha.  

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

Not much 'starry support' for
Samajwadi Party in 2014 LS Elections,

says Ganesha.  

The Samajwadi Party, on its ofcial website, purports to “create a

socialist society, which works on the principle of equality...and has a

secular and democratc outlook. The SP believes in working towards

the uplifment of weaker sectons of society and stands against

communal forces”. 

The party was founded in 1992, is based in Utar Pradesh and is led

by Mulayam Singh Yadav, the former Chief Minister of Utar Pradesh

and erstwhile defence minister of India. 
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Samajwadi Party's Formaton Chart

The Samajwadi Party's support comes mainly from the Other

Backward Castes (OBCs), and more partcularly Mulayam Singh

Yadav's own Yadav caste. In the Lok Sabha, SP currently has 22

members, a number that makes it the third largest party. 

However, with the Supreme Court pulling up Samajwadi Party and

the UP CM, Akhilesh Yadav recently for showing laxity in the

Muzafarnagar communal riots, the party was forced on the back-

foot at this crucial juncture in the run-up to the Lok Sabha polls. 

Oppositon partes are baying for the ouster of Chief Minister

Akhilesh Yadav, Mulayam's son. At stake is their crucial Muslim vote

bank in western UP. Ganesha takes a close look at the party's

prospects in the upcoming polls.

Name of the Party : Samajwadi Party 

Party Details : October 4th, 1992

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

In the Formaton Chart of the Samajwadi Party, the transitng Saturn 

and Rahu are moving over the 10th House Lord Mercury and Saturn. 

The Party is passing through the Mars Mahadasha and Saturn Bhukt.
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Also, Mars in the Kundli is aficted by Ketu in the 7th House, and 

Saturn is retrograde in the 2nd House. 

The transitng Jupiter is moving over the Natal Mars and Ketu in SP's 

Formaton Chart. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The planets and the Kundli suggest that the Samajwadi Party will try 

to put its best foot forward, but the diferences within the party will 

be quite evident during 2014 Indian General Electons. 

Somehow SP’s politcal image will not encourage voters to vote in

their favour and, thus, they will fall short, says Ganesha. 

The leaders of the party SP would desperately want to get power this

tme. But, even the traditonal SP voters may not support them so

well. This factor can prove a big hurdle for the Samajwadi Party. 

All in all, it looks likely that SP will be struggling to keep its vote bank

intact. Its leaders on whom the party may have been banking will

become more and more restless and disoriented with the party - in

the run up to these electonss. 

Conclusion

Samajwadi Party's performance will remain quite average in LS 

Electons 2014, and it will be difcult for the party to even retain its 

LS seats. 

However, it will contnue to remain an important player in its own 

base that is Utar Pradesh politcs. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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BSP to hurt the prospects of both the
Congress and the BJP in Polls 2014.

Drawing inspiraton from Dr. BR Ambedkar, the Bahujan Samaj Party

(BSP), a natonal level politcal party, was formed by the Dalit leader

Kanshi Ram in 1984, whom Mayawat succeeded in 2003. The

purpose for forming the party was to protect the interests of

'Bahujans', a term which refers to people from the Scheduled Castes,

Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Castes (OBC) as well as

religious minorites such as Sikhs, Muslims, Christans, Parsis and

Buddhists. Even though the party was formed with the basic

philosohpy that the minority classes' citzens should get their full

rights, today it propagates the agenda of a casteless India, equality

and equal rights for all and social transformaton. 

Bahujan Samaj Party's Formaton Chart

The Elephant is the politcal symbol of BSP that has its primary base

in the Indian state of Utar Pradesh. In the current Lok Sabha, the
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party has 21 members, which makes it the 4th-largest party. Will the

Mayawat led BSP perform well or even beter in the 16th Lok Sabha

Electons? Well, only stars can tell! Ganesha takes a look at the

party's Formaton Chart to predict the way ahead. 

Name of the Party - Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) 

Party Formaton Details - April 14, 1984

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

BSP's Formaton Chart suggests that it will be passing through a

Dasha of Rahu-Venus-Rahu during the forthcoming electons. 

Rahu, as it is, is quite strong in the 11th House in the party

Formaton Chart and Venus is exalted in the 9th House. Thus, this

Dasha period looks extremely powerful for BSP. 

The transitng Jupiter is aspectng the Natal Jupiter which is again a

favourable factor for the party. 

However, the transitng Saturn and Rahu are moving over the Natal

Saturn in BSP's Formaton Chart, which may not augur well for the

BSP.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

With the established image of a frm and efcient administrator,

Mayawat can be a strong answer-back to the ruling SP and a strong

“Modi wave” in the state of Utar Pradesh. 

Stars suggest that the party's commited vote base will contnue its

strong support to the Party in these electons too. However, BSP will

face a neck to neck batle with the Bhartya Janata Party. 

On the whole, though, the votes will increase signifcantly in favour

of the BSP. Thanks to its strong positon, thus, BSP will play a defning

role in 16th Lok Sabha. 

Conclusion
BSP may eat into the traditonal Congress votes, and simultaneously

may also damage the prospects of some BJP candidates.  

Name of the Contributor 

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Name of the Candidate/ Party -
BIJU JANTA DAL

Party Formaton Details - December 26, 1997 

The Biju Janata Dal (BJD) is the ruling party in the state of Odisha and

it is led by Odhisa Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik, who has built a

reputaton for clean governance. He is the son of former Chief

Minister Biju Patnaik. 

The BJD was founded in 1997. Naveen Patnaik took over his father

Biju Patnaik's Lok Sabha seat in 1996 as a member of the Janata Dal.

In 1997, Patnaik split from Janata Dal over its failure to ally with the

BJP, and formed the BJD later in the year. 

The BJD has partcipated in several ruling coalitons with the

Bharatya Janata Party (BJP) both at the Centre and in Odisha,

although it stood out as one of the more secular partes of the

coaliton of NDA. The party won a majority of seats in the state

legislatve assembly in the 2000 and 2004 electons in alliance with

BJP. It won 11 Lok Sabha seats in the 2004 electons. 

However the BJD split with the BJP for both the Lok Sabha and

Assembly electons 2009 because of  diferences in seat sharing. At

present, it is a part of the Third Front.  Ganesha feels its performance

in the forthcoming polls will be average but nothing spectacular. 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The transitng Jupiter is not only aspectng the 9th House (the House

of fortune) in BJD's Chart, but also is aspectng the Sun posited

therein. The Natal Moon trines the transitng Jupiter, which is also an
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excellent indicaton for the party. 

BJD is passing through the Saturn-Moon period, which, however, is

not so favourable. Also, the transitng Saturn and Rahu moving over

the party's Natal Moon indicate challenges. 

BIJU Janata Dal Party Formaton Chart

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

BJD's politcal image will encourage its traditonal voters to vote in its

favour, and thus the party is likely to do well in the forthcoming

electons. Party will be trying hard to woo the voters, and the able

leadership will be able to inspire confdence within its supporters.  

However, it will not be that easy for the party to expand its voter

base. Party's performance in the forthcoming electons will be

satsfactory, though, contends Ganesha.  

Conclusion
BJD will be able to retain most of its LS seats in the forthcoming

electons. But, it will be difcult for the party to improve its overall

tally. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Bouquets or Brickbats? Ganesha
measures the fortunes of the TDP in

Elections 2014.

The Telugu Desham Party has been a dominant politcal party of

Andhra Pradesh, and was founded by the iconic and charismatc flm

star NT Rama Rao, who served as Chief Minister of the state for three

terms. The party is now headed by Chandrababu Naidu, the current

Oppositon party in the state. The party swept to power within nine

months of its formaton in the 1983 Assembly electons, thereby

forming the frst non-Congress government in Andhra Pradesh. It

also achieved the rare distncton of being the frst regional party to

become the main oppositon party (33 MPs in Parliament compared

to 2 MPs of BJP in the electons afer the assassinaton of Indira

Gandhi) in the Union Government during the 8th Lok Sabha from

1984 to 1989. The Telugu Desham party was formed to uphold the

rights of the downtrodden and poor people of the state, symbolised

by the hut, the wheel and the plough in its fag. Here Ganesha takes

a look at its prospects in the forthcoming Lok Sabha electons.

Name of the Party - TELUGU DESHAM PARTY 

Party Details - 29th March 1982

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The transitng Jupiter is passing through the Ascendant in TDP's

Foundaton Chart. The moving Jupiter is also aspectng the 10th

House Lord Jupiter in the Foundaton Chart, which looks set to be a

good aspect for the Telugu Desham Party.  However, the transitng
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Saturn and Rahu are moving over the Natal Jupiter in TDP's

Foundaton Chart. This starry aspect may pose a major road-block for

the Party.  

Also, TDP is passing through the Rahu Mahadasha and Venus Bhukt,

which may not help the Telugu Desham Party much in its quest for

victory in 2014 Electons.  

Telugu Desham Party's Formaton Chart

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

TDP will be one of the prominent players in the Andhra Pradesh

politcs, and is sure to pull the rug from under Congress's feet in LS

Electons 2014. 

The Party, on its own, too will try hard to make its presence felt in

the electons, asserts Ganesha.  But, overall the things may not be as

smooth as the Party's leaders would hope or like to believe. There

will be stf competton and resistance, and therefore, the TDP may

fall short in some of the important consttuencies.

Mult-party contest on some seats is expected to dent the overal

prospects of TDP.  However, the Party will be able to make inroads

into the Congress baston, suggest the stars. 
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Conclusion
The overall planetary picture suggests that the TDP will remain a very

signifcant force in the state, during the forthcoming electons. The

party will be able to improve its performance. However, the results

will not match its expectatons. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

Splendid planetary support in YSRC's
favour shall put the party in a strong

position, says Ganesha.

YSR Congress Party is a regional politcal party in the Southern Indian

state of Andhra Pradesh. It was established by Siva Kumar in 2009,

and then taken over by YS Jaganmohan Reddy, the son of the former

Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister YS Rajasekhara Reddy (popularly

known as YSR) in the year 2011. 

Both YSR and Jaganmohan Reddy had been the members of the

Congress. Afer the death of YSR in a helicopter crash in September

2009, his son Jaganmohan Reddy, the MP from Kadapa, started a

condolence tour across Andhra Pradesh, purportedly to console the

families of those who had commited suicide or 'died of shock' afer

his father's death. This venture was not supported by the Congress,

whose president Sonia Gandhi opposed the move citng the rising

volatle situaton in the state regarding the Telangana issue. 
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YSRC's Party Formaton Chart 

In 2012, the YSR Congress won 15 out of 18 Assembly seats in

Andhra Pradesh electons. The party leader Jaganmohan Reddy has

been in news for numerous reasons. Afer his breakup with the

Congress party and since May 2012, Jagan has been in prison, facing

charges of accumulatng enormous assets through politcal favours. A

series of bail applicatons were rejected by various courts, citng the

serious nature of the ofence, and the amount that Jagan has

allegedly accumulated is estmated to be around Rs.3000 crores.

However, YSR Congress and other oppositon partes claimed that

this was a classic case of politcal victmisaton and vendeta. Jagan

was recently granted conditonal bail on 23rd September 2013.

Will this afect the party's performance in the LS Electons 2014?

Ganesha feels that the performance YSRC in the forthcoming 2014

Lok Sabha electons will have a decisionary impact on its overall

future. Ganesha takes a look at the party Formaton Chart to say

more.  

Name of the Candidate - YSRC

Party Details - 12th March 2011

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

The YSR Congress is currently under the infuence of Moon
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Mahadasha and Sun Bhukt. In the party's Formaton Chart, the

Moon is exalted in the Ascendant, and the Sun is placed in the 10th

House – both the factors are quite favourable. 

So, the period looks very promising for the Party. YSRC and

Jaganmohan Reddy. 

Adding to this, the transitng Jupiter is aspectng the Natal Sun and

Mars in YSRC's Formaton Chart, which will also act in its favour.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The stars suggest that the YSRC Party will carry forward the  legacy of

YS Rajasekhara Reddy in Andhra politcs. It will become popular

among a large secton of the rural electorate, and shall manage to

also increase its base among the urban voters. 

The party will remain the most popular choice of people in the LS

Electons 2014. An outstanding performance by the YSR Congress led

by Jagan Mohan Reddy is foreseen, says Ganesha.  

Conclusion

The YSRC is likely to be a big winner in forthcoming Lok Sabha

Electons. 

It is also foreseen that the YSRC may play a very important role in the

formaton of the next government, afer the completon of the

General Electons 2014, says Ganesha. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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A strong planetary support shall help
Mr. Modi silence his detractors in
2014 LS Elections, says Ganesha.

Hate him or love him, but you can’t ignore him! Narendra Modi, the

feisty reigning Chief Minister of Gujarat and now the Prime

Ministerial candidate of BJP in the 2014 General Electons, makes his

presence felt wherever he goes, wherever he speaks and how! Mr.

Modi, who has turned all the adversites into opportunites, has not

let his opponents and critcs have their way tll date. He knows how

to raise issues, how to address people, and most importantly, he

knows what to talk about. There is no denying that his speeches

make a lastng impression. 

However, controversies have never lef him alone. Even as the 2014

LS polls loom large, the ghosts of the Godhra riots of 2002 stl

contnue to haunt him, with an additonal pressure of numerous

allegatons hurled at him and his 'development' agenda by an

equally, if not more, feisty AAP supremo Arvind Kejriwal – who also

happens to be his opponent at the Varanasi seat. 

Needless to say that Gujarat’s longest-serving CM has seen and

handled it all even earlier - with a stoic calm and his ferce oratory

ability. And, it's undeniable that when it comes to the popularity of
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any one candidate in 2014 Electons, Mr. Narendra Modi seems to be

ruling the roost. 

Will Mr. Modi manage to suitably impress India's awakened masses?

Will his party, the Bhartya Janata Party, manage to make it to the

centre, riding on his mass appeal? Well stars can tell! Ganesha takes

a look at Modi's Birth Chart to predict his fate in the General

Electons 2014.

Name of the Candidate : Narendrabhai Damodardas Modi

Party : Bharatya Janata Party 

Consttuency, City, State : Varanasi, Utar Pradesh And Baroda,

Gujarat 

Narendrabhai Damodardas Modi

Date of Birth : 17th September 1950,

Time of Birth : 10:00:00, Place of Birth : Vadnagar, Gujarat 

Narendra Modi's Birth Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Mr. Modi is presently under the infuence of Moon and Rahu dasha

sequences. His Natal Moon rules the 10th House of success in

politcs and his natal Rahu signifes the 6th House of success in
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competton. 

Jupiter, being the Lord of the 6th House in his Birth Chart is presently

transitng through his 9th House of fortune. His yogakaraka planet

Saturn is transitng with its friendly planet of Rahu through Modi's

Ascendant House. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

All the aforementoned planetary forces indicat a highly favourable

tme for Mr. Modi, as far as these Lok Sabha Electons are concerned.

Modi is defnitely going to spread atractve vibes by his speech and

eloquence. His methodical approach and ability to appease voters

will be clearly seen in 2014 Electons. 

In short, the impact of Modi wave will bring a remarkable victory in

Gujarat. 

However, he is likely to face a stf competton in Varanasi, and even

if he wins, the margin of votes will not be very high. Yet, the

MODIfed impact will bring a signifcant victory for him in Varanasi as

well as Baroda – both the seats he is contestng electons from.  

Conclusion 

Summarily, as far as Lok Sabha Electons 2014 are concerned, the

desired success for Mr. Modi is expected both from the Baroda seat

and Varanasi. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Stars may keep RaGa confused and
uninspiring... 

Cosmos may fade RaGa's popularity to a great extent during the
2014 LS Electons, feels Ganesha. 

However, despite his fading popularity and feeble chances of
becoming the Prime Minister of India, Rahul Gandhi will contnue to
grow in stature in the Indian politcal scene, assert the stars.

Rahul Gandhi's Birth Chart

The glaring point in our politcal scene today is that a party, which
dominated the Indian politcs since independence, producing one
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charismatc leader afer another, now appears to be teetering on the
brink. Will Rahul Gandhi manage to step in and salvage the party
from total ruin by winning the 2014 Lok Sabha Electons?

The stars say, not really!

Rahul Gandhi is currently under the infuence of Mars Mahadasha
and Jupiter Bhukt. Mars is placed in the star of Rahu and Jupiter is
retrograde in the Ascendant. Jupiter owns the 6th house (house of
enemy) in his chart and this planetary aspect would be a major
roadblock for him. So, the General electons shall turn out to be a big
electoral test for RaGa. 

The transitng Saturn and Rahu are moving over the retrograde
Jupiter. So, Rahul's role in the selecton of candidates for the polls
may cause turmoil within the Indian Natonal Congress. Also, Rahul's
politcal strategy and skills shall not enthuse the voters and his party
members much. 

As the transitng Jupiter is moving over Rahul's natal Sun and Mars,
the traditonal voters of Congress – the party loyalists - will look at
him to guide them and govern at the natonal level, but he will be
unable to fulfll their expectatons. He will remain concerned and
doubtul about himself or the system, and as a result he will not be
able to express himself freely. However, this should not spell the end
for Rahul and Gandhis in Amethi. The transitng Jupiter is moving
over the natal Sun and Mars in Rahul's chart, which is a favourable
aspect. 

All in all, although the chances of Rahul becoming the Prime Minister
of India are very feeble, he stll stands a chance to keep his
traditonal voters intact. Despite his failures, he may contnue to play
key role within the Congress and also in Indian politcs in years to
come.  

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Will Bihar CM be able to win hearts,
minds of formidable enemies?

Ganesha probes.

Though Bihar Chief Minister's frst term lasted for a brief period in

2000, Nitsh Kumar managed to retain the CM's seat for the two

consecutve terms – from 24 Nov 2005 to 24 Nov 2010 and from 26

Nov to present. In his overall tenure, he has been credited for

improving infrastructure, reducing crime and launching E-shakt

NREGS program in the state.

Afer obtaining a degree in Mechanical Engineering from Bihar

College of Engineering, Patna, he worked as an employee with the

Bihar State Electricity Board. But later, he decided to enter the

mainstream politcs.

Belonging to the socialist class of politcians,  Kumar, a Janata Dal

(United) party leader, had the opportunity to become a Union

Minister earlier. He worked under the leadership of politcal

heavyweights like Jayaprakash Narayan, Ram Manohar Lohia, VP

Singh and George Fernandes. From 1974 to 1977, Kumar was an

actve partcipant in Jayaprakash Narayan's movement, and stood

from Harnaut in 1980 state polls.
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Elected to the Bihar Legislatve Assembly as an independent

candidate in 1985, Kumar became Yuva Lok Dal president in 1987,

Janata Dal Secretary-General and formed tes with Samata Party. An

uncontested candidate from any seat in 2014 Lok Sabha polls, Kumar

hopes to grab a large pound of fesh in the electoral batle by felding

his strongmen in the ring. He is currently mifed with BJP, his one

tme ally, owing to their strong Modi-orientedness.  

Is there any possibility for Nitsh Kumar to emerge as the victor and

eye for Delhi? Let's read what Ganesha has in store for him.  

Nitsh Kumar 

Date of Birth - March 01, 1951, Time of Birth: 13:20:00,

Place of Birth: Bakhtarpur

 Nitsh Kumar's Natal Chart 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Nitsh Kumar has a strong Natal Chart, and it has an exchange

between the 9th House ruler Saturn and 4th House Lord Mercury.

Adding to this, the exalted Venus is placed in the 10th House in his

Natal Chart. 

Currently, Kumar is passing through the Rahu Mahdasha and Rahu

Bhukt. Rahu is placed with the 10th House ruler Jupiter as well the
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Sun in his Birth Chart. This is not a very positve sign. His Chart, thus,

has afictons, which may cause him various problems. 

Adding to this, the transitng Saturn and Rahu are passing through

his Horoscope's 12th House from Moon, which may cause serious

problems for Kumar.  

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The Bihar CM's politcal graph will see a sudden drop in the run-up to

the Lok Sabha polls. The voices of dissent from within his [JD (U)]

party will get louder, and this could lead to a major challenge in his

politcal career. 

This being the toughest electoral batle of his career, LS Electons

2014 may side track him to quite an extent. He will be looking more

isolated than ever. He will have to tackle the constant splits and

confusions within the party cadre, and keeping the support intact

will be his biggest nightmare. 

Despite having strong Chief Minister credentals, Nitsh Kumar will be

unable to inspire confdence within his supporters and voters from

even the state of Bihar.

Conclusion

Kumar has an uphill task ahead of him during Electons 2014. It will

be quite difcult for him to retain his party's LS seats in Bihar. 

He may be down, but not out, though. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Jayalalithaa likely to play a decisive
role in the upcoming Lok Sabha

Elections.

Jayalalithaa, the reigning Chief Minister of the South Indian state of

Tamil Nadu, currently has the stars in her favour, says

GaneshaSpeaks.com. Thanks to the mighty planet Jupiter, she looks

set to enjoy a favourable turn of events during the forthcoming

General Electons. 

Jayalalitha is one of the few female politcians in India who has been

at the top, seen it all and defed many odds - in a heavily male

dominated arena. Fondly called as Amma by her supporters and

followers, Jayalalitha has a huge following. 

Woman power!

Stars speak- Looking at her Birth Chart, Ganesha observes that

Jupiter is the Lord of the 10th House in Jayalalithaa's Birth Chart.

Plus, she is currently passing through the Jupiter Mahadasha and

Jupiter Bhukt. And, Ganesha further notes that Jupiter is placed in

the 7th House in its own Sign in Amma's Horoscope. 
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Jayalalithaa

What does it mean?

The strong Jupiter period in Jayalalitha's Chart indicates that she is

going to play a very important role not only during the forthcoming

Lok Sabha Electons, but also in the formaton of the new

government, afer the fnal results of the General Electons, asserts

GaneshaSpeaks.com's senior Astrologer Mr. Tanmay K Thakar.

Jayalalithaa's performance as a leader

A popular actress in Southern India during 1960s and '70s, Jayalalitha

entered politcs in 1982 to join AIADMK. Once she did her ground-

work, she touched super-stardom even in the politcs. She served as

the C.M. of Tamil Nadu from 1991 to 1996, yet again in 2001, despite

falling from the grace, and once again from 2002 to 2006. 

Stars speak - A further detailed reading of her Horoscope and the

transitng planets indicates that the transitng Jupiter is passing

through Jayalalitha's Ascendant and is aspectng her Natal Jupiter (as

placed in her Horoscope).

What does it indicate? 

She can easily be a prominent player in the upcoming Electons. She

will be well-poised and walking into the batlefeld with high

confdence. Her populist schemes will touch a chord among the
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voters and her importance and prominence will be felt not only in

the state politcs, but also in natonal politcs. 

Summarily, Ganesha says that Jayalalithas's charismatc personality

and strong leadership quality will help AIADMK to win signifcantly in

2014 Lok Sabha Electons.

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

A mixed bag of stars awaits the Shiv
Sena chief Udhav Thackrey during

2014 LS Elections, says Ganesha.

Uddhav Thackeray, son of the founder of Shiv Sena, Bal Thackeray,

took over the reins of the party in 2004, and since then has been

taking actve interest in politcs and campaigning during electons.

Before that, afer the Shiv Sena won the Mumbai corporaton

electons in 2002, Uddhav was made the party's working president.

Diferences soon arose between him and his brother Raj Thackeray,

who split from the Shiv Sena and formed his own party called the
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Maharashtra Navnirman Sena in 2006. Having successfully

undergone an angioplasty in 2012, the 53-year-old Uddhav has had

some problems leading the Sena, having to tackle a mini-exodus

from the party with three sitng Sena MPs from Shirdi, Parbhani and

Maval having quit in the last one month. Though Uddhav is himself

not contestng, Ganesha takes a sneak peek at whether he will be

able to lead the party back to its glory days in the forthcoming Lok

Sabha electons.

Name of the Candidate : Udhav Thackrey 

Party : Shiv Sena 

Person's Birth Details : Birth-date - 27 July 1960; Time of Birth –

Unknown; Place of Birth - Mumbai

Consttuency, City, State : NA 

Electon Date : NA 

Udhav Thackrey's Surya Kundli 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha observes Mr. Udhav Thackrey's Surya Kundli, and notes that

his Natal Jupiter rules the 6th House and the 9th House. And, Jupiter

will be passing over his Natal Mercury through the 12th House. 
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His Natal Jupiter and Mercury both are retrograde. Plus, the benefc

Sun will also be transitng through the 10th House in Thackrey's

Chart during the Electons 2014. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

Communicaton is Mercury’s main domain. As Udhav's Natal Mercury

is retrograde, and will be infuenced by the transitng Jupiter, he is

likely to create a greater impact through his speech. 

However, his words or messages would be liable to be

misinterpreted, and may also create a controversy, due to the

retrogression of the Natal Mercury in his Chart. 

As the Chief of Shiv Sena, Udhav will create a greater impact on his

party leaders and candidates during these Lok Sabha Electons. 

Udhav Thackrey may also take up some sensitve issues among party

followers that will enhance his public image in the masses. 

However, he may not be able to maintain parity among his

volunteers / followers in a few territories. 

Conclusion 

Summarily, Ganesha feels that Udhav Thackrey's energy and

enthusiasm will remain notceable during the 2014 Electons

campaign. 

Also, under his able leadership, Shiv Sena will be able to improve its

tally in 2014 Lok Sabha Electons. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat 

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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M. Karunanidhi needs to focus on
ground realities during 2014 Elections,

says Ganesha.

Name of the Candidate – M. Karunanidhi

Party - DMK

Status - Not Contestng 

Holding a record of winning his seat in every electon he has

contested, Muthuvel Karunanidhi has served as the Chief Minister of

Tamil Nadu fve tmes in a successful politcal career spanning six

decades. He took over the reigns of the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam

(DMK) afer the death of the party founder CN Annadurai in the year

1969. 

In the 2004 Lok Sabha electons, Karunanidhi led a coaliton of the

DMK, UPA and Lef Partes in Tamil Nadu and Puducherry to win all

40 seats. In the following 2009 Lok Sabha electons, even with a

smaller coaliton, he won 28 seats. 

He is also a playwright and screenwriter in Tamil cinema. The

indefatgable politcian practses yoga regularly, which according to

him is the secret of his energy and success. In 2012, he changed his
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atre from white to black shirt to protest against the AIADMK

government. 

For 2014 Electons, although the grand old man is not contestng for

a Lok Sabha seat, Ganesha stll advises him to stay grounded.

M. Karunanidhi's Birth Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Ganesha observes that three planets – exalted Moon, exalted Mars

and exalted Saturn – are impartng strength to M Karunanidhi's Surya

Kundali. 

Saturn in Libra makes him an able diplomat and politcian. 

According to Ganesha, Mars makes him aggressive and ambitous,

whereas Moon helps him be mentally strong.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Talking about the transitng planets, Ganesha says that Saturn-Rahu

will soon transit over his Natal Saturn, which is retrograde - this is

not a favourable planetary movement. 

Ganesha also notes that Jupiter will be transitng over Karunanidhi's

Natal Venus. The planetary alignment in M Karunanidhi's Surya
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Kundali indicates that he will be able to impress others with his

eloquence. 

His speeches and opinions during the electon campaign will prove to

be of high importance. This, according to Ganesha, will be an efect

of Jupiter's transit over Venus.

However, the transitng planets will disturb his Natal Saturn, and as a

result, he will tend to have illusory ideas. On many occasions, he will

fail to see the reality as it is, and may end up invitng challenges. 

He will have to focus on reality, if he wants to achieve desired results

in these electons. The planetary alignments suggest that M

Karunanidhi needs to take care of his ftness, as there is a strong

possibility of him sufering from health issues.

Conclusion

M. Karunanidhi will have to take each step very carefully, and

ensure that he does not ignore ground realites, says Ganesha. 

In a broad perspectve, Ganesha says that Karunanidhi's Natal

Saturn will make him a clever politcian in the days to come.

Name of the Contributor 

Dharmesh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks Team 
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Wrong decisions likely to adversely
affect Prakash Singh Badal's party's

fate in 2014 General Elections.

Name of the Candidate/ Party – Prakash Singh Badal/ SAD 

Candidate's Birth Details –  December 8, 1927

Not contestng on any seat

Polling date – 30th April, 2014

At the age of 86, Punjab Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal is sparing

no eforts for the oppositon to critcize. The four-tme CM has

handed over the Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) reins to his son Sukhbir

Singh Badal.

Born in Abul Khurana, near Muktsar district, the octogenarian

belongs to Jat family of Dhillon clan. He has a strong infuence on

both the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Commitee and Delhi Sikh

Gurdwara Management Commitee. Punjab remains to be the frst

state in the country where there is no impact of any Modi wave. The

SAD-BJP alliance appears to be growing stronger with each passing

day and is expected to increase its current tally.

Way back in 1947, he began his politcal career and for the frst tme
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in 1957, was elected to the Punjab Vidhan Sabha. His track record

shows that he has been elected for 10 tmes to the Vidhan Sabha. No

speculatons as the politcal heat in this LS polls is building up? Will

SAD-BJP alliance sweep many seats? Find out here --

Kundli

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

In Badal's Kundli, Mercury, Mars, Saturn, Sun and Ketu are placed

together, and as a result, they provide strength to one another. This

sort of the planetary formaton is also called Pravajya Yog. A person

born with this Yog earns a name for himself but with a lot of struggle

and want to do something in life. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Five planets are in Scorpio and Mars is also Swargruhi in the

octogenarian Kundali. According to Ganesha, the planetary forces do

not only make him aggressive and energetc but make him strong

and courageous. Talking about the transitng planets in Badal's Surya

Kundali, Ganesha says Saturn and Rahu are transitng through the

House of Losses, and hence he will have to work hard to achieve

expected results. 

Confusions may creep in, tme and again, and the lack of support

from Jupiter may worsen things. Fortunately, his Natal planets –

Swagruhi Mars, Swagruhi Jupiter, Swagruhi Venus and exalted Moon
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– are giving some strength to his Surya Kundali. He needs to consider

all the pros and cons before deciding candidates for his party in the

upcoming Lok Sabha Electons. He must ensure the candidates are

sincere and hardworking. 

Conclusion
There is a strong possibility that Parkash Singh Badal will mistakenly

choose wrong people to contest the General Electons 2014, suggest

the stars. 

The efect of the Scorpio Sign will be profound during the period of

electons on Badal, owing to which Ganesha feels that Prakash Singh

Badal needs to avoid being adamant. It is advisable that he remains

fexible.

Name of the contributor

Dharmesh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 

It's a tough battle out there for
Mulayam Singh Yadav, says Ganesha.

Greatly infuenced by the socialist Ram Manohar Lohia and his

struggle to bring social uplifment, Mulayam Singh Yadav joined

politcs in 1960. Netaji, as he is fondly called by his party workers and
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supporters, is a post graduate in Arts from Agra University. A veteran

politcial and socialist, Mulayam Singh has faught a number of

electons, at the state level and the natonal level, and have won

quite many of them. 

The Samajwadi Party leader has held the Chief Minister Ofce of

Utar Pradesh thrice, and has also served as the Union Defence

Minister (1996-98). 

Recently, Mulayam Singh and his party came under heavy critcism

for not doing their best to stop Muzzafarnagar riots. They were also

critcised for their relief and restoraton eforts. Will this public

resent against his Party afect Mulayam Singh in the upcoming

electons? Will he be able to convince voters about the positve

aspect of his party's governnace? Ganesha fnds out.

Name of the Candidate – Mulayam Singh Yadav 

Candidate's Birth Details – Birth date: 22nd November, 1939; Birth

place: Saifai, Etawah, Utar Pradesh

Party – Samajwadi Party

Consttuency – Menpuri, Utar Pradesh and Azamgadh, Utar

Pradesh

Electon Dates – 24th April 2014 and 12th May 2014

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Sun, Mercury and Venus are in conjuncton in Mulayam Singh Yadav's

Surya Kundali. 
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Swagruhi and retrograde Jupiter is forming the Gaj Kesari yoga with

Moon in his Chart. 

But on the other hand, debilitated and retrograde Satrun is forming

Shapit Dosha with Ketu. Thus, there is one auspicious yoga and one

unfavourable yoga in Mulayam Singh's Kundali.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The Gaj Kesari yoga makes Mulayam Singh insightul, and thus gives

him the mental strength to become a skillful politcian. However,

owing to the Shapit Doshs in his Chart, he tends to lose his share of

the credit/ fame/ power/ money, just when he is about to get it all. 

If you look at his past, you will fnd incidents when he has had to go

through failure and rejecton at the very last moment. He had no

opton but to compromise then. 

The present negatve transit of Saturn and Rahu over Yadav's Natal

Rahu and the transit of Ketu over the Shapit Dosha Yoga shall create

much greater negatve impact – thus eatng up the positve vibes

generated by Jupiter's transit through his 8th House. 

The transitng Jupiter is aspectng his Natal Rahu as well as the Lord

of the Ascendant. Looking at this partcular planetary formaton,

Ganesha feels that Mulayam Singh will get planetary support to

some extent. But, the support will not impart much strength to his

Surya Kundali.

Conclusion
Considering the Natal and transitng planets, Ganesha foresees that a

tough tme awaits Mulayam Singh Yadav. 

His own performance may be good, but he will have to employ all

types of tactcs to beter the overall performance of his party. If he

fails to handle it tactully, the challenges may become more difcult

to deal with.

Name of the contributor

Dharmesh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com
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Mayawati all set to make a huge
impact on the national level in 2014

Elections, forecasts Ganesha.

Name of the Candidate - Mayawat

Party - Bahujan Samaj Party

Candidate's Birth Details – 15/01/1956

Electon Dates – April 10 to May 10, 2014

The four-term Chief Minister and Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)

supremo Mayawat is felding her party candidates in all 80

consttuencies in UP. Among the list of candidates include not only

Scheduled Caste, Other Backward Caste and Muslim candidates, but

Brahmin and Kshatriya candidates as well.

Her educatonal background includes the completon of BA in 1975,

LLB from Campus Law Centre from Delhi University and B.Ed. from

Ghaziabad's VMLG College in 1976. While pursuing for her IAS

exams, Dalit politcian Kanshi Ram visited her home and was

impressed by her oratory skills. He motvated her to join politcs.

Inspired by the Dalit leader who launched the BSP in 1984, she
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became a member of his team. Mayawat was frst elected to

parliament in 1989.

Her politcal legacy was marred with controversies. Her critcs say she

is a corrupt politcian who has amassed huge wealth. 

Will the tde of fortune run in her party's favour in the forthcoming

LS polls? For more, read her forecasts --

Mayawat's Surya Kundli 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Swagruhi Mars, Saturn and Rahu make Mayawat adventurous and

courageous by her birth. The Sun is in the Sign of Saturn, and Saturn

is in the Sign of Sun, which bring favourable results for her. The

retrograde Jupiter makes her take bold decisions.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

As per the BSP supremo's Surya Kundli, Saturn and Rahu are

transitng through the House of Power. Ganesha foresees that she

may be inspired to take the road less travelled. However, Jupiter is in

the 6th House and transitng Saturn-Rahu in 10th House may bring a

tough period for her. According to Ganesha, a positve period for her

will start afer the Electons 2014. Afer June 2014, Jupiter transit will

prove to be extremely favourable for her. 

Conclusion
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In all likelihood, Mayavat will play an important role in the Indian

politcs afer the 2014 General Electons. The period afer June 2014

is all set to look favourable for her.

Name of the Contributor

Dharmesh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

A tough battle lies ahead for Chandra
Babu Naidu during LS Elections 2014,

predicts Ganesha.

Having served as Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister from 1995 to 2004,

Telugu Desam Party (TDP) president Nara Chandrababu Naidu is

aiming to rebuild his party base in Telangana in the 2014 Lok Sabha

polls. The seats shortlisted include Hindupur in Rayalseema region

and Malkajgiri consttuency in Telangana.

As a chief minister, he has won several prestgeous awards including

IT Indian of the Millennium and was Natonal IT Panel's chairman in

NDA government.

Afer securing a BA degree in 1972, the 63-year-old obtained a post
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graduaton in economics. He was unable to complete his PhD under

AP Finance Commission chairman DL Narayana. Rather jumped into

actve politcs from 1974 onwards. A close confdente of Sanjay

Gandhi, he was appointed president of Youth Congress, Pulicherla

afer becoming youth leader from Chandragiri. Naidu was the state's

youngest assembly minister and member in the Congress party.  

Ganesha takes a look at Chandra Babu Naidu's Birth Chart (Surya

Kundli) to predict how he may perform in the forthcoming LS

Electons. 

Name: Chandra Babu Naidu 

Date: 20th April 1950, Time: 11:28 AM, Place: Tirupat 

Party: Telugu Desam Party 

Consttuency, City, State: Hindupur, Rayalseema region and

Malkajgiri, Telangana

Electon Date: May 7, 2014  

Chandra Babu Naidu's Birth Chart 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha observes Chandrababu Naidu's Birth Chart and notes that

Natal Jupiter rules the 10th House of politcal career which also

signifes the 7th and 9th Houses in his Horoscope. 
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At present, the benefc Jupiter has been transitng through the 1st

House in Naidu's Chart. Mars, being the Lord of the 6th House of

competton is passing through the 5th House. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

Considering these planetary forces, Ganesha feels Naidu will be able

to achieve some success in these Lok Sabha Electons. 

However, few of TDP's (Telugu Desham Party's) consttuencies may

not get the expected success - due to malefc Ketu's transit over

Naidu's Natal Sun, who happens to be the party supremo. Also,

Naidu, who himself is contestng electon from more than one

consttuency may face challenges at one of these consttuencies.   

On the leadership front, though, Naidu will prove his efciency that

will enhance his public image among the masses. However, he may

not be abl to stop the Modi wave, which has been spreading in few

of his consttuencies. 

Conclusion

Naidu's leadership will encourage his party cadre to an extent, but

the stars are not very favourable, and thus he may not be able to fnd

the desired success in LS Electons 2014.

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Stars to extend their ample support
for 'Mr. Clean' Navin Patnaik in the

2014 Indian General Elections.

'Mr Clean' and the 14th Chief Minister of Odisha, Navin Patnaik is

seeking re-electon for the 4th consecutve tme from his home turf

Hinjli Assembly consttuency in Ganjam district in 2014 Lok Sabha

Electons. Basically a writer, Navin Patnaik was pushed into politcs

afer the demise of his father Biju Patnaik to form the BJD in 1997. 

The sof-spoken CM of the Eastern state of Odhisa is best known for

his ant-corrupton and pro-poor policies which have given him a

huge support base in his state. Just like his father, Biju Patnaik,

Naveen has been successful in controlling the bureaucracy and

transforming it into a machine for development in the state. 

Naveen Patnaik was frst elected from Hinji in 2000 to the State

Assembly, defeatng his Congress rival by by a good number of votes.

His winning margin increased in the following polls, which shows a

direct connecton to Mr. Patnaik's escalatng popularity. With the

Assembly and Lok Sabha polls taking place simultaneously in the

state of Odhisa, Ganesha analyses how the sitng CM can sway the

voters.

Name of the Candidate : Navin Patnaik  
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Date : 16 Oct 1946, Time : 01:00 am, Place : Cutack, India

Party : BJD 

Consttuency, City, State : NA  

Electon Date : NA 

Naveen Patnaik's Birth Chart

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha notes that the Natal Jupiter rules the 6th House of success

in competton and 9th House of fortune in Mr. Patnaik's Birth Chart.

Also, Jupiter has been transitng over his Natal Moon (also his

Ascendant Lord), and also aspects the 6th House in Navin's Natal

Chart. 

At the tme of Electon 2014, the transitng Moon will be in a Trine

aspect from his Natal Moon, which is another positve factor for him.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

As per Ganesha's view, Jupiter's transit over the Natal Moon in Navin

Patnaik's Horoscope will prove to be a helping factor for him, during

the Lok Sabha Electons 2014. 

Plus, Odisha CM will also be able to create a magical impact on his

candidates and voters, the stars suggest. 
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Overall, his party is likely to gain the desired success, and the transit

of the Sun through Patnaik's 10th House may also help him get

remarkable support of voters. 

Planets also suggest that Mr. Patnaik will be extremely efectve with

his speech. He is expected to get victory in Electons 2014. 

Conclusion

Summarily, Ganesha is of the opinion that Mr. Navin Patnaik is likely

to showcase his abilites quite well in Lok Sabha Electons 2014. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat 

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 

Y.S. Jaganmohan Reddy to become a
formidable political force in Andhra

Pradesh, say the stars.

Y.S. Jaganmohan Reddy is the son of former chief minister of Andhra,

Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy. Jagan, as he is popularly known, is a member

of parliament from Kadapa consttuency. 
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Afer the death of his father and the then chief minister of Andhra

Pradesh, Rajasekhara Reddy, in a helicopter crash, Jagan had

expected that the Congress party, to which his father and he

belonged, would anoint him as the CM in place of his father.

However, things didn’t work out as expected, and subsequently

Jagan resigned from the Congress in 2010. 

Jagan foated his own party, known as YSR Congress or YSRC in 2011.

Afer his breakup with the Congress party and since May 2012, Jagan

has been in and out of prison, facing charges of accumulatng

enormous assets through politcal favours. A series of bail

applicatons were rejected by various courts, citng the serious

nature of the ofence, and the amount that Jagan has allegedly

accumulated is estmated to be around Rs.3000 crores. However, YSR

Congress and other oppositon partes claimed that this was a classic

case of politcal victmisaton and vendeta. 

Jagan was granted conditonal bail on 23rd September 2013. What

lies ahead for him now during LS Electons 2014? Ganesha looks at

his Kundali to see the way ahead. 

Jaganmohan Reddy

DOB - 21st December 1972, TOB – 8:11, Kadapa
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Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Jagan Reddy is under the infuence of Mercury Mahadasha and

Mercury Bhukt. 

In Reddy's Natal Chart, the 10th House Lord Mercury, though placed

in the 12th House, is powerful by being Vargotama.

Also, the transitng Jupiter is aspectng the Natal Sun and Jupiter in

Reddy's Chart.  

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The young leader will once again be at the center of atenton during

LS Electons 2014. 

He will try to consolidate his party in the forthcoming electons. He

will campaign vigorously, and may be able to fnd positve

momentum, feels Ganesha. 

The stars also indicate that there may be games behind the scene for

the YSRC chief. 

There will be some strategic te-ups and associatons, and Reddy will

try all the tricks to fulfll his ambiton. He will dictate the terms in the

forthcoming electons, and oppositon partes will have to accept his

authority. 

Conclusion

Jagan's popularity will increase, and he will become a formidable

politcal force in Andhra Pradesh. His able leadership will help his

party to gain signifcant success in the forthcoming electons.

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Will the crusader of masses manage to
beat rivals in LS polls 2014? 

Afer quitng as Delhi Chief Minister, Indian Revenue Service ofcer

and Aam Aadmi Party chief Arvind Kejriwal is emerging as the front

runner in the Lok Sabha Electons 2014, all thanks to his ferce stance

and his stand against BJP Prime Ministerial candidate Narendra

Modi. Kejriwal is all set to contest for a Lok Sabha seat from Varanasi

against none other than Mr. Modi himself - in the forthcoming 2014

General electons.

Kejriwal had emerged victorious in the Assembly Electons afer

defeatng veteran Congress leader and Delhi CM Sheila Dikshit from

her New Delhi consttuency. However, he resigned from the post of

the CM afer a short tenure lastng 49 days.

Among his achievements include the Ramon Magsaysay Award,

which he was awarded for his role in grassroot movement and using

Right to Informaton (RTI) legislaton against corrupton. He is

acclaimed for his role in drafing a proposed Jan Lokpal Bill, and

came to fame during Anna Hazare's public movement against

corrupton.  

The AAP candidate, Kejriwal, studied at Campus School in Hisar and
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graduated from IIT Kharagpur in mechanical engineering. Displaying

his extraordinary oratory skills, Arvind Kejriwal is now all set too woo

the ancient temple town of Kashi in what looks set to be one of the

fercest batles of LS Electons 2014 -

Let's see what Ganesha predicts on the same - 

Arvind Kejriwal’s Birth Chart

Name of the Candidate: Arvind Kejriwal

Candidate's Details - Date of Birth: 16th August 1968; Time of Birth :

23:46; Place of Birth : Siwani

Party: Aam Aadmi Party

Consttuency: Varanasi

Electon Date – 12th May 2014

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Arvind Kejriwal's Birth Chart reading suggests that he is currently

under the infuence of Jupiter-Mahadasha and Venus Bhukt. Jupiter

is the 8th House's Lord in his Chart, which may not help him much.  

The Jupiter-Venus period during the Electons 2014 may not help

Kejriwal's cause much, says Ganesha. 

Stll, the Venus-Mercury-Jupiter-Sun stellium in the 4th House in
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Kejriwal's Chart brings a lot of promise. 

The transitng Saturn and Rahu are in his 6th House, and are

aspectng the Natal Saturn – this is a very difcult planetary aspect,

especially as the 6th House is the House of enemies and day to day

work. This planetary aspect, thus, also indicates stf competton and

many hurdles for AK.  

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

AK's personality and charisma will defnitely help him atract voters,

contend the stars. He will be courageously setng up a fascinatng

contest with the BJP's Prime Ministerial candidate Narendra Modi. 

Also, Kejriwal’s angry-young-man like entry on the natonal politcal

scene will make the forthcoming electons more interestng. 

However, his difcult stars suggest that AK will not have his comfort

zone this tme around. He will try hard to create history, but the

planetary infuences are not in his favour. 

Despite his aggressive campaign, he may not be able to gather much

support at the natonal level during the run-up to the LS Electons

2014.  He will have to tackle constant splits and confusion within the

party cadre, and keeping the support and a good public image intact

will be a very difcult task for Kejriwal. 

Conclusion

Arvind Kejarival will contnue to remain a cause of concern for other

leading politcal partes.

However, his performance in the General Electons 2014 shall not

match the expectatons. 

Name of the Contributor

Tanmay K.Thakar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Starry support in favour of the senior
BJP leader Rajnath Singh during 2014

General Elections.

An 18-year old boy joined BJP's student wing the Akhil Bharatya

Vidyarthi Parishad in 1969 and went to become the president of BJP.

Being a farmer's son and having faced challenges right from the

young age, Rajnathi Singh learnt some important lessons early in life

and also make it a point to focus on his educaton. He earned a

degree in physics and also became a university lecturer later on.

Deeply infuenced by socialist leader Jayaprakash Narayan, Rajnath

Singh actvely partcipated in the movement against Indira Gandhi

government. 

The former Chief Minister of Utar Pradesh, Rajnath Singh was

assigned the duty of leading the party when veteran party member

LK Advani stepped down as party chief. From December 2005 to

December 2009, he held this post and he again became the party

president in 2013, when Nitn Gadkari had to step down on

corrupton charges. At the natonal level, BJP has been in the

Oppositon for the past ten years, and now it is itching to come to

the power and make their opponents quiet. Will Rajnath Singh be

able to lead the party from the front? Ganesha fnds out.
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Name of the Candidate : Rajnath Singh 

Party : BJP 

Consttuency, City, State : Lucknow, Utar Pradesh  

Electon Date : 30th April 2014 

Rajnath Singh, Date of Birth : 10th July, 1951 , Time of Birth :

Unknown , Place of Birth : Varansi, UP 

Rajnath Singh's Surya Kundli 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha observes Rajnath Singh's Surya Kundli, and notes that the

Natal Jupiter is swagruhi (in its own Sign) in the 10th House of

politcal career. 

At present, benefc Jupiter is passing over his Natal Mars and Sun.

Plus, the transitng Mars is also providing a major contributon to him

for Lok Sabha Electons 2014. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

As per Ganesha's view, the above mentoned planetary energies are

likely to bring desired benefts for Rajnath Singh. 

Jupiter's presence will help him gain more seats in his territory. On
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the day of polling in his consttuency, the transitng Moon will be

conjunct with Singh's Natal Moon, which indicates achievement of

goals and the fulfllment of aims. 

Overall, stars suggest that Singh will be successfully elected with

enhanced status as a representatve of the people. 

Conclusion 

Summarily, as far as the Lok Sabha Electons 2014 are concerned,

desired success is for Mr. Rajnath Singh is expected, according to

Ganesha. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 

 Malefic Saturn-Rahu may force Sonia
Gandhi to settle for less in Elections

2014, says Ganesha

 

Mrs. Sonia Gandhi, the wife of the former Prime Minister of India,

late Shri Rajiv Gandhi and the daughter-in-law of the Nehru-Gandhi
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family, is the chairperson of the United Progressive Alliance. She also

is the party president of the Indian Natonal Congress. 

Post the assasinaton of her husband during an electon rally in 1991,

she was asked to take over the party reins, but she intally chose to

stay away. Sonia entered politcs in 1997, and has served as the

Congress supremo since 1998. Ever since she stepped into the

politcs she has felded numerous allegatons and verbal atacks,

specifcally owing to her foreign lineage, and sometmes for her

associaton in the Bofors scandal, many tmes for her not-so-perfect

Hindi and innumerably for innumerable other reasons. 

In 2004, she won a Lok Sabha seat by a huge margin from Rai

Bareilly, Utar Pradesh – which she resigned from, to only get re-

elected by a huge margin in the same year. In 2009 LS Electons,

Congress again emerged as the single-largest party with a total seats

count of 206. 

As the Chairperson of the Natonal Advisory Commitee and the UPA,

she played an important role in making the Natonal Rural

Employement Guarantee Scheme and the Right to Informaton Act

into law. Currently, Mrs. Gandhi is spearheading the Congress' 2014

Electons campaign. Will she be able to woo the voters this tme?

Ganesha takes a look at her Horoscope to tell the way ahead. 

Name of the Party - Sonia Gandhi

Party - Congress

Consttuency, City, State : Rae Bareli, 

Electon Date : 30th April 2014

Candidate's Details

Birth Date - December 9th, 1946; Place of Birth – Lusiana, Italy;

Time of Birth – 21.30
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Sonia Gandhi

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Sonia Gandhi is born with a Cancer Ascendant. Besides, in her Lagna

Kundali, Saturn is in the frst House, which makes her a far-sighted

person by nature. This planetary aspect also plays an important role

in making her a good politcian. 

However, Ketu, which keeps her away from coming to power directly,

is in conjuncton with Sun in her Chart. 

The Kundli states that her strong Saturn brings her in politcs, makes

her a good administrator and an efectve party worker, but a weak

Sun does not let her come to the power.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Jupiter transitng over Sonia' Natal Moon and aspectng her Natal

Mars may bring her favourable results. 

But on the other hand, Saturn-Rahu transitng over her Natal Jupiter

and Venus will prove to be quite unfavourable for Sonia Gandhi. 

Thus, on one hand, she enjoys the support of Jupiter, on the other

hand, the negatve impact of the malefc planets may pose many

challenges for her. 

All in all, Sonia may face a lot confusions and conficts. 
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On 30/04/2014, Moon will be in Taurus. Ganesha notes that Rahu is

also in Taurus in Sonia Gandhi's Kundali. Hence, the day of the

polling in Delhi may be stressful for her. There is a possibility of a

negatve or biased view getng formed against her. 

Conclusion

Thanks to Jupiter, the period before June may prove somewhat

favourable for Sonia Gandhi. However, the conjuncton of Saturn and

Rahu will force her to compromise, and adopt for a setlement.

Name of the contributor

Dharmesh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

Ramkripal Yadav should be careful of
his communication during LS

Elections 2014.

Ramkripal Yadav, the former Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) leader, who

had cut all tes with his party and its leader Lalu Prasad Yadav afer

three decades of bonhomie, has now joined the Bharatya Janata

Party (BJP). Yadav did not contest the 15th Lok Sabha Electons; he is
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a Rajya Sabha member currently. 

The three-term MP from Patna (Patna Sahib), Ramkirpal Yadav, while

quitng the RJD, had earlier critcised Lalu for promotng his family

members at the cost of senior politcians of the party. H e is

contestng the upcoming Lok Sabha Electons'14 from Patliputra

consttuency, where he faces challenge from RJD's Misa Bhart,

daughter of Lalu Prasad Yadav. 

Ganesha with the help of Vedic astrology looks at the Solar Chart of

Ramkripal Yadav, and predicts the way ahead for him - 

Name of the Candidate - Ramkripal Yadav

Birth Date – 12th October 1957

Party - BJP

Consttuency, City, State – Patliputra, Bihar

Electon Date – 17th April 2014

Ramkripal Yadav

Star Speak:

In Ram Kripal Yadav's Surya Kundali, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter and Sun

are together in one House. 

When many planets are posited in one House, they tend to obstruct

each other's powers and tlt the Kundali on one side. 
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In his Navmansh Kundali, Sun is in Leo, which means that Sun, the

signifcator of power, is strong in Yadav's Chart.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Some strange and unexpected events may take place on 17/04/2014,

because of Sun-Ketu conjuncton and Moon-Rahu-Saturn

conjuncton. Such planetary alignments may confuse the voters as to

whom to vote for. Both Sun and Moon will be aficted on this day,

and hence there is a strong possibility of biased views getng formed

against candidates and politcal partes. Needless to say, this will all

make the electons more thrilling. 

Since Mars will be transitng over Yadav's Natal Mars on 17/04/2014,

Ramkripal Yadav may make some impetuous comments, and end up

getng fned by the government authorites. However, Jupiter in his

Kundli's 10th House may give him some respite in this regard. 

Conclusion:

Looking at the transitng and the Natal planets in Ramkripal Yadav's

Surya Kundali, Ganesha feels that he may be able to win the

electons - with marginal diference. The possibility of recountng,

however, cannot be ruled out. 

Name of the Contributor

Dharmeshh Joshi and Jitendra Thakkar

The GaneshaSpeaks Team
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Stars may bring a mixed bag of
fortunes for General VK Singh in

2014 General Elections, says Ganesha.

General Vijay Kumar Singh belongs to a Rajput family of Bapora

village in Bhiwani district of Haryana state. His father Jagat Singh was

a Colonel in the Indian Army and grandfather Mukhram Singh a

senior Junior Commissioned Ofcer (JCO). His three uncles were in

the Services and so were four of his cousins. General Singh did his

schooling from, Birla Public School, Pilani, Rajasthan. He went to

NDA afer completng his 10th class and had fgured in the merit list

of Rajasthan Board of Educaton. He became Chief of Army Staf in

2010, and was the frst commando to achieve the positon. 

Towards the end of his career there was a dispute regarding his date

of birth, over which be became the frst serving ofcer of the Indian

Army to take the government to court. As a consequence of an error

made when he had enrolled with the NDA in 1965, ofcial records

mis-stated the year in which he was born. He withdrew the petton

in February 2012 when the Supreme Court refused to intervene in

the mater. 
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The retred ofcer then joined hands with Anna Hazare in the

agitaton against corrupton. He will contest the upcoming LS polls

from Ghaziabad.

Name of The Candidate:

General V. K. Singh

Candidate's Birth details: 

10/05/1951, Pune

Consttuency, City, State

Ghaziabad, UP

Electon Date:

10th April 2014

Surya Kundli:

Stars Speak:

Since the exalted Sun and Swagruhi Mars are in conjuncton in

General V. K. Singh's Surya Kundali, he is stll carrying the energy and

enthusiasm he had when he served the naton as the Chief of Army

Staf. 

Swagruhi Jupiter makes him open-minded and sensible, whereas

Moon-Venus conjuncton gives him an impressive personality. Since
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Sun is fairly strong and well-posited in his Surya Kundali, he will

remain connected with the government one or the other way. 

However, Saturn is retrograde in his Surya Kundali, hence he will

have to work hard to become a good politcian. His stars suggest that

he will be able to become a good administrator.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

On 10-04-2014, i.e., the day of polling in Singh's consttuency, the

Lord of the Ascendant Mars will be transitng through the 6th House

in retrograde moton. This partcular planetary movement may help

him defeat his enemies. 

However, the Moon will be transitng over his Natal Ketu, and

according to Ganesha, it will reduce the number of voters who would

vote for him. The Sun also becomes slightly weaker in his Chart,

around the day of the electons. Thus, it looks set to be a mixed bag

of fortunes for General V. K. Singh. 

Conclusion:

The day of the polling may turn out to be quite dramatc for General

VK Singh, foresees Ganesha. It won't be surprising if the partes

forget the rules and regulatons in order to get more votes. 

In a nutshell, Ganesha says that General V. K. Singh may be able to

win by a marginal diference.*

*Please note that birth details of V. K. Singh's opponents are not

available. Hence, the predictons here give just an overview. 

Name of the contributor

Dharmeshh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Why is Ganesha not very hopeful
about Bappi Da's victory in LS

Elections 2014? Read on...
Name of the Candidate - Bappi Lahiri - BJP

Candidate's Birth Details – 27th November 1952

Electon Consttuency – Sreerampur, West Bengal

Party - BJP

Electon Date - 30th April 2014

Bappi Lahiri's Surya Kundli

The veteran, famed Indian music director, composer and singer

Alokesh Bappi Lahiri, fondly known as Bappi Da, is going to contest

for a Lok Sabha seat during the Indian General Electons 2014. The

61 year old, as famous for his eclectc, jewel-inspired dressing as for

his yesteryears' tunes, recently joined Bhartya Janata Party, and

would now be wooing the voters from his home state of West

Bengal. 

Related to the ace musician/ actor Kishor Kumar and popular for his

myriad foot-tapping numbers, Bappi Da has recently been visible on

popular Indian television as a reality show judge. He is the frst Asian
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Pop Singer who was acknowledged world wide for his Internatonal

Dance Chart song; he also released many privatee albums later. Will

the super-charismatc Bappi Lahiri manage to atract the audiences

as a leader? Well, we take a look at his stars and the transitng

planets' picture on the day he takes on his opponents in LS Electosn

2014. Here's a take -   

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

On 30th April 2014 – the day of polling at Sreerampur, West Bengal,

the retrograde Mars will be transitng through the 11th House from

Bappi Da's Surya Lagna. The transitng Moon will be in Taurus. Sun,

Ketu and Mercury will be in Aries over the retrograde Jupiter in

Bappi Lahiri's Natal Chart. And, Venus will be transitng over his Natal

Moon.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Ganesha feels that it is not going to be very easy for Bappi Lahiri to

win against his opponents. Other candidates or partes look set to

have a stronger hold over this consttuency, and that may make

Bappi Da's task more difcult. 

Even if he puts in a great efort during his campaign, he will have to

be lucky enough to get elected at this seat – in short, on this day his

opponents' stars would have to be weaker than his. His Natal Chart

indiactes, however, that his own stars are not completely in his

favour, and there are difcult aspects getng created in his chart –

which may not make things easier for the adorable Bappi Da. 

Conclusion

As, except Venus – no othet planet is in Bappi Da's favour on the day

of electon, he will have to literally pray for the victory. The chances

of Bappi Da shining in this electon are lesser, as per Ganesha's view.

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The Ganeshaspeaks.com Team 
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Stupendous stars in the support cast
for the actor Paresh Rawal in the 2014

Lok Sabha Elections, says Ganesha
Name of the Candidate : Paresh Raval 

Party : BJP 

Consttuency, City, State : East Ahmedabad, Gujarat

Electon Date : 30th April 2014 

Name : Paresh Raval, Date of Birth : 30th May 1950, Time of Birth :

Unknown, Place of Birth : Kalol, Gujarat. 

Paresh Rawal's Surya Kundli 

You know him as an efortless actor who gets into the skin of the

character he is playing and entertains you completely and

thoroughly. From out and out commercial cinema to the flms like

Sardar and Tamanna, Paresh Rawal has been an actor par excellence.

But, Mr. Rawal has now ventured into a territory quite unknown to

him. A loyal supporter of the Gujarat CM Mr. Modi, Paresh Rawal will

be fghtng on a BJP tcket in the Lok Sabha Electons 2014 from

Ahmedabad East seat. 
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Unlike flms, here he will have to make some direct communicaton

with people on a personal level, and be his real self to please them,

especially the supporters of the veteran MP Harin Pathak from BJP -

who has been denied a tcket to accommodate Paresh Rawal.

Ganesha examines Paresh Rawal's chart and fnds out how this new

stnt will turn out for him.

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha observes Paresh Rawal's Surya Kundli, and notes that

Jupiter is placed in the 10th House, which will be transitng through

the 2nd House during the electon period. It will aspect the Natal

Jupiter and the 10th House too. The transitng Moon on the day of

electon will be passing over the Natal Sun. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

The above mentoned planetary forces are indicatng very favorable

points for the fne actor. He is capable enough to atract people by

his inspiring speech.

Overall, his chances of winning with a huge margin are expected as

per Rawal's Surya Kundli. 

Jupiter in the 10th House will also make him more ambitous for his

future politcal career. Jupiter's presence will also make him more

successful in social work and social welfare. 

Overall, Paresh Rawal will prove to be a great and smart bet for the

Bhartya Janata Party.

Conclusion 

Summarily, Ganesha feels that Mr. Paresh Rawal will win by a huge

margin in 2014 Lok Sabha Electons. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat 

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Stars may not favour feisty Nagma on
the day of polling in Meerut, UP, says

Ganesha.
Name of the Candidate :- Nagma

Candidate's Birth Details :- 25th December 1974

Electon Consttuency :- Meerut, Utar Pradesh

Party - Congress

Electon Date:- 10th April 2014

Nagma's Surya Kundli 

Nagma or Nandita (Nagma) Arvind Morarji is a popular South Indian
actress, who began her career with a few super-hit Bollywood
movies, including her debut flm Baaghi opposite Salman Khan.  

Hailing from a colourful family with royal roots and an
entrepreneurial background, glamourous Nagma began her foray in
the flms with Hindi movies, became a popular actress in the
Southern India and then a super-popular one in the Bhojpuri cinema.

She also runs her own clothing venture, and has been a spiritual
teacher. All these aspects, besides giving her a plenty of fame, have
lent an eclectc side to her persona, something that will hold her in a
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good stead in the upcoming General Electons where she contests for
a Lok Sabha seat from the Congress party from the notorious Meerut
consttuency in Utar Pradesh. Nagma has courted controversy even
as a politcian, and this probably has only added to her popularity.
Will she manage to win in the Indian General Electons 2014?
Ganesha takes a look at her Kundli and stars on the polling day to
predict the way ahead.      

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Ganesha notes that on 10th April 2014, when the polling at Meerut
will be held, the transitng Mars will be forming a Square aspect with
Nagma's Natal Sun, Mercury and Venus. Also, the retorgrade Saturn
and Rahu will be in the 11th House from her Natal Sun. Venus will be
transitng over her Natal Jupiter and the transitng Jupiter would be
moving over her Natal Saturn. The transitng Moon will be in the 8th
House from Nagma's Natal Sun on this day.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Considering the afore-stated planetary positons on the day of
electon, Ganesha feels that it is going to be very difcult for Nagma
to impress and atract a plenty of voters here. 

She may also not be able to focus entrely on her campaign, or may
face some problems during her campaign. 

The transitng Sun and Mercury in a Square aspect with her Natal
Sun and Mercury will further make her fght tougher here. Overall,
this looks set to be a very stressful journey for Nagma, says Ganesha.

Conclusion

Considering all the planetary positons in Nagma's chart and the
transitng planets on the day of polling in Meerut, Ganesha
concludes that stars may not favour Nagma, and she may lose the
Congress' seat at Meerut.

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Stars not much in support of the
actress turned politician Jaya Prada in

Elections 2014.

Name of the Candidate : Jaya Prada 

Party : RLD 

Consttuency, City, State : Bijnor, UP 

Electon Date : 10th April 2014 

Name : Jaya Prada, Date of Birth : 03rd April 1962, Time of Birth :

Unknown, Place of Birth : Rajahmondry, AP 

Surya Kundli 

South Indian flm actress and politcian Jaya Prada was born in 1962

in Rajahmundry, Andhra Pradesh. Showing precocious actng talent

at a very young age, she went on to become not just a successful

actress in Telugu flms, but also in Tamil, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam,

Bengali and Marathi flms. 

The doyen of  Telugu flms NT Rama Rao invited her to join the

politcal party he had started called Telugu Desham Party, which she

joined at the age of 32. Though she did not directly contest electons,

she campaigned heavily for other party members. However, afer
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developing diferences with NTR's successor Chandrababu Naidu, she

lef the TDP to join Samajwadi Party and contested from Rampur in

Utar Pradesh during the Lok Sabha Electons in 2004, and won by a

margin of more than 85,000 votes. 

Later, she developed diferences with senior SP leader Amar Singh

and joined the RLD, on whose tcket she will be contestng the 2014

electons from Bijnor, UP. Based on astrological factors, Ganesha

feels that Jaya Prada may not be able to make a signifcant impact in

the forthcoming Lok Sabha Electons. 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha observes Jaya Prada's Surya Kundli, and notes that Jupiter is

the 10th House Lord and has been passing through the 4th House in

her Chart. 

Saturn, being the Lord of the 11th House of gains has been transitng

with malefc Rahu through the 8th House of misfortune in Jaya's

Chart. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

The above-mentoned planetary moves indicate that the path to

success for Jaya Prada in the coming electons will be difcult. 

The period tll the end of April 2014 will remain extremely eventul

on the politcal front generally too, reminds Ganesha. This may afect

some major leaders too. 

The batle for power will be keenly contested in Bijnor from where

Jaya Prada is contestng electons. Despite all serious eforts, though,

she may not be able to appease the voters. 

Conclusion 

I n conclusion, it does appear that Jaya Prada may not get the

desired success in these electons, says Ganesha .   

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat, 

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Ups and Downs in P. C. Sorcar, Jr.'s
Chart may spoil his otherwise bright

chances in 2014 LS Elections.  
Name of the Candidate :- P. C. Sorcar, Jr.  

Party - BJP

Candidate's Birth Details :- 31st July 1946

Consttuency, City, State:- Barasat, West Bengal

Electon Date:- 12th May 2014

P. C. Sorcar, Jr.'s Surya Kundli 

Fondly called as the “Merchant of Vanish”, P C Sorcar Junior is a
name synonymous with magic and illusions, in India. And quite
rightully so, afer all he “vanished” the famous Taj Mahal for two
minutes, Victoria Memorial of Kolkata and Indore – Amritsar Express
full of passengers in front of a large crowd.

His proximity with the former West Bengal chief minister Buddhadeb
Bhatacharjee has been a known fact. Therefore, when he decided to
fght the Lok Sabha Electons 2014 on a BJP tcket, he took many
people by surprise. 

Well, it's tme for him to cast a magical spell, but without doing any
magic tricks. Needless to say, P C Sorcar Junior has a great fan base,
especially in the West Bengal. But, will his admirers help him win
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electons? Ganesha fnds out.

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Ganesha observes that on the day of polling in Barasat, West Bengal
- that is 12th May 2014 - P. C. Sorcar, Jr. would be under the infuence
of Mars return, but his Natal Mars is direct and the transitng Mars
would be retrograde. 

The transitng Venus will be exalted in his Chart's 9th House from his
Sun, forming a favourable Trine. 

The transitng Moon will be on the Natal Jupter. Sun and Ketu will be
in the 10th House from his Natal Sun.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Afer gazing at the stars of the electon day, Ganesha feels that P. C.
Sorcar, Jr. is going to have a decent impression on the voters. 

Though, he may not be able to mesmerize or hypnotze a huge
secton of masses, the stars are indicatng that he is going to get a
decent mileage. His support line will be powerful, which will help
him fetch more votes to stand against his compettors. 

The transitng Moon and the transitng Venus – two benefcs are in
his favour. 

However, as some difcult aspects too are taking place in his Chart,
like Saturn Rahu Square with Sun, Ganesha feels that P. C. Sorcar, Jr.
will not be able to collect a huge vote-bank. 

Jupiter's transit through the 12th House from his Natal Sun may also
dampen his luck, despite other favourable planetary transits.

Conclusion

Summarily, Ganesha feels that P. C. Sorcar, Jr. will surely give a very
tough fght to his compettors, but the chances of him coming out as
a clear-cut winner are not very high. 

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Ganesha optimistic of Shatrughan
Sinha enjoying a favourable tide of

fortune in Elections 2014.
Name of the Candidate : Shatrughan Sinha 

Party : BJP

Candidate's Birth details : 15 July, 1946

Consttuency, State : Patna Sahib, Bihar

Electon Date : 17th April 2014 

Surya Kundli 

Actor-turned-politcian, Shatrughan Sinha, referred as Shotgun
Shatru – also the father of the contemporary Bollywood actress
Sonakshi Sinha, is brazen enough to take on his opponents in the
upcoming 2014 Lok Sabha polls. He was twice elected a Rajya Sabha
member.

Prior to getng elected for the 15th Lok Sabha in 2009, Sinha served
as the Union Cabinet Health and Family Welfare Minister from
January 2003 to May 2004 and for Shipping in August 2004. 

Youngest of four brothers, Sinha studied from Patna Science College,
before entering stardom in the Hindi flm industry. Though he hails
from the state known for flm personalites, Sinha struggled hard
initally. He incidentally was among the distnguished male stars in
70s and 80s. 
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Later, he jumped on the politcs bandwagon - in mid-80s - afer being
inspired by Bihar's politcal stalwart Shri Jay Prakash Narayan. As a
politcian too, Sinha was loved by the masses, thanks to his oratory
skills.

Will the Shotgun garner a good support of masses yet again in 2014
Electons? He had defeated his opponent by a huge margin in 2009
general electons. Will the magic wand formula work to his
advantage this tme? Time will tell! Ganesha also atempts to predict
the same.

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha observes Sinha's Surya Kundli, and notes that his Natal
Jupiter rules the 10th House of his politcal career, which incidentally
is aspectng the 10th House too. At present, the benefc Jupiter is
passing over Sinha's Natal Sun, which also aspects the 5th House of
luck and 9th house of fortune in his Solar Chart. 

Saturn, the Lord of the 9th House of fortune is aspectng the 7th
House in his Surya Kundli. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The above mentoned planetary forces are indicatng a favourable
tme for Sinha. 

Overall, his Surya Kundli predicts that the yesteryears actor has all
the chances of winning by a huge margin. 

Saturn's favourable aspect will also make him more ambitous for his
future politcal career. 

Sinha is capable enough to atract people by his inspiring speech.
And, Jupiter's presence will make him more successful in social work
and areas related to the social welfare. 

Conclusion

Considering all these planetary infuences, Ganesha feels
Shatrughan Sinha will be able to achieve the desired success in
these Lok Sabha Electons. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Raj Babbar unlikely to win during
2014 Lok Sabha Elections, feels

Ganesha.

Name of the Candidate : Raj Babbar

Party : Congress 

Consttuency, City, State : Ghaziabad, Utar Pradesh

Electon Date : 10th April 2014 

Name : Raj Babbar, Date of Birth : 23rd June 1952, Time of Birth :

Unknown, Place of Birth : Tundala, UP 

Raj Babbar's Surya Kundli 

Born in Agra, Raj Babbar went to the Natonal School of Drama

where he was trained in the Method school of actng, and developed

an interest in street theatre. Despite his superior actng ability, he

was unable to atain the super-star image in Indian cinema. That is

not to say that he did not do eclectc, meaningful cinema – he is well

remembered for his versatle roles in movies like Nikah, Insaaf Ka

Tarazu etc. 

He entered politcs by joining the Samajwadi Party in 1994, which

sent him to the Rajy Sabha. Later, he won Lok Sabha Electons from
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his natve place Agra in 1999, 2004 and 2009 (Fatehpur Sikri), the

frst two tmes as an SP nominee and the third on a Congress tcket. 

He lef the SP due to his diferences with the senior SP leader Amar

Singh, and joined the Congress in 2008. This tme, he has shifed to

Ghaziabad where he is facing a tough challenge from the BJP

candidate and former Army chief General VK Singh. 

With the help of Vedic astrology, Ganesha predicts that he is unlikely

to win this electon. Why and how? Read on!

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha observes Raj Babbar's Surya Kundli, and notes that the

Natal Jupiter rules the 10th House of politcal career in his Chart, and

is posited in the 11th House. 

At present, malefc Ketu has been passing over his Natal Jupiter.

Mars, being the Lord of the 6th House of success in competton in

Babbar's Chart, is getng aficted by malefc Saturn and Rahu. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

Due to the infuence of Jupiter's transit through Gemini, Raj Babbar

may appear impressive initally, and will also try hard to appease the

voters. 

But, due to the aficton of malefc Ketu, there may be some doubts

and dissatsfacton among the public. 

There will be a strong fght with his opponent in his territory.

Although he will be acton-oriented and determined, Babbar may not

be able to gain the desired results in 2014 Lok Sabha Electons, says

Ganesha.

Conclusion 

Despite all serious eforts, Raj Babbar may not be able to beat his

compettors, contend the stars. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Yesteryears' Dream Girl Hema Malini
not likely to win in the 2014 LS

Elections, feels Ganesha..
Name of the Candidate : Hema Malini

Party : BJP 

Consttuency, City, State : Mathura,  Utar Pradesh 

Electon Date : 24th April 2014 

Name : Hema Malini, Date of Birth : 16 October 1948, Time of
Birth : Unknown, Place of Birth : Ammankudi, Tamil Nadu 

Hema Malini's Surya Kundli 

Born in 1948, Hema Malini is an Indian flm star, Bharatanatyam
exponent, and a politcian. She made her flm debut in the flm
Sapno Ka Saudagar in 1968, and went on to appear in numerous
Bollywood flms, most notably with Dharmendra and Rajesh Khanna.
She is one of the most successful female flm stars in the history of
Indian cinema, making an appearance in over 150 flms in a career
spanning four decades. 

Hema Malini was honoured with the Padma Shri, the fourth-highest
civilian honour by the Government of India. 

Blessed with two beautful daughters, the Dream Girl, as Hema
Malini is fondly called by her fans, divides her tme among flms, her
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family and charitable and social actvites. 

She is an actve member of the Bharatya Janata Party and was its
Rajya Sabha representatve from 2003 to 2009. This year, she is going
to contest the upcoming Lok Sabha Electons on a BJP tcket from
Mathura, Utar Pradesh. 

However, Ganesha feels that despite her star appeal, she is unlikely
to score a win the the polls.

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Ganesha observes Hema Mailini's Surya Kundli, and notes that Natal
Mercury rules the 10th House of Politcal Career. And, Mercury is
retrograde and is conjunct with malefc Ketu in the 2nd House
currently. 

Jupiter, being the Lord of the 7th House in her Chart is presently
transitng through the 10th House, and also aspects the 10th House
Lord. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

The infuence of Jupiter's transit through Gemini (10th House of her
Surya Kundli) provides the yesteryears actress good leadership
qualites. But, the aficton in the 8th House may pose difcultes in
her path to overall success. 

She will have to face stf competton from her opponents in these
Electons. Although she will be acton-oriented and determined, she
may not be able to gain the desired benefts in 2014 Lok Sabha
electons. 

However, her planetary aspects post-August 2014 seem favorable
due to which she is likely to take an actve part in politcs. In other
words, she may get a highly respectable post such as a
representatve of a governing body or an ambassador for an
organisaton. 

Conclusion 

Despite all serious eforts, she may not be able to beat her
compettors in these Lok Sabha electons. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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A strong opposition may foil actress
Kirron Kher's Lok Sabha dreams, says

Ganesha.

Name of the Candidate :- Kirron Kher

Birth Details:- 14th June 1955

Consttuency, City, State:- Chandigarh

Electon Date:- 10th April 2014

Kirron Kher's Surya Kundli

Born and brought up in Chandigarh, Kirron Kher is a flm, theatre and
stage actor who has secured a place in people's heart with her loving
smile and graceful personality, and of course, amazing actng ability.
Kirron Kher has also been actvely partcipatng in social causes and
non-proft movements. She joined BJP in 2009 and she also
campaigned for the party during the local and general electons. One
to be opinionated and socially aware, Kirron Kher was also a part of
the 2011 Indian ant-corrupton movement. This year she will test
the waters and fght the general electons 2014 from Chandigarh. 

Will she be able to convince the voters about her leadership skills
and ability to represent them in the Lok Sabha? Read on to know
what Ganesha has to say about Kirron Kher's prospects on the
politcal front.
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Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Kirron Kher's stars at her birth are very strong. Venus and Mercury
are Swagruhi, whereas Saturn and Jupiter are exalted. Venus in
Taurus in her Chart makes her a very good artst. 

However when it comes to politcs, it would be altogether a diferent
ball-game. Jupiter will be transitng over her Natal Mars, Ketu and
retrograde Mercury on the day of polling. Venus will be in Square
with her Natal Venus and Sun. The transitng Moon will be in the Sign
in which she has an exalted Jupiter. Rahu and Saturn will be
transitng over her Natal Saturn.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Kirron Kher's all powerful planets Mercury, Venus, Saturn and Jupiter
have lost their power somehow or the other in the transit chart that
gets created for the tme of Electons. 

In view of the same, although she may leave a good impression on
the voters (which is her Natal promise too, by delivering strong
speeches and mingling with people, because of her powerful
Mercury), she won't be able to leave the desired impact on a very
huge secton of voters. 

Stars suggest that she won't be able to fnd a strong foothold in the
consttuency she is contestng from. She may also face some
difculty or may get surrounded by some controversy around the
electon dates.  The transit of Venus is stll satsfactory, but other
planetary transits are not strong enough to lead her to victory
through this batle.

Conclusion

Ganesha strongly feels that - at the most Kirron Kher will be able to
break votes in some sectons – thus somewhat undermining the
chances of her opponents to some extent. But, she may not come
out victorious in these Electons. 

Stars, thus, suggest that it will be very difcult for her to triumph
over her opponents – Her opponents for sure are going to be very
strong, indicates her Chart.

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Diffcult stars portend a diffcult road
ahead for Ms. Panag, says Ganesha. 

Name of the Candidate – Gul Panag, AAP, 

Candidate's Details – 3rd January 1979

Consttuency, City, State :- Chandigarh, Punjab

Electon Date:- 10th April 2014

Gul Panag's Surya Kundli

Gul Panag started of her career in the glamour world, went on to
represent India in an internatonal beauty pageant and later joined
the Hindi flm industry. Although she received a warm welcome from
the mainstream cinema, she chose to stck to unusual, unique flms.
The kind of roles she chose to portray on-screen silently conveyed
how she felt about certain issues, what she believed in, and also that
fame and money were not exactly her priorites. The glam worlds of
modelling and flms could not hold the atentons of the feisty Gul for
long, and she also soon started focusing in other areas. Panag runs
an NGO that addresses issues like gender equality, educaton and
disaster management. 

The former Miss India is now gearing up for a role of a life-tme – the
role of a full-blown politcal leader - in real life. This tme the stakes
are higher, and the mater very serious. However, politcs is not
something she suddenly got interested in. Not many people know
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that she holds a Masters degree in Politcal Science. She has also won
a number of state and natonal level debate compettons. But, one
would agree that real-life politcs is a completely diferent ball game.
Will the stars support Gul Panag in General Electons 2014 as she
contests with an Aam Aadmi Party tcket for a Lok Sabha seat from
Chandigarh, Punjab? Ganesha fnds out.

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Ganesha observes that Gul Panag is born with the Sun and Mars
posited in the Zodiac Sign Sagitarius. The transitng Mars will be
retrograde at the tme of the polling. And, it  will be in a Square
aspect with Guls' Natal Mars and Sun. 

Mars to Mars Square is almost degreecal – quite close. Also, the
Moon will be transitng over the retrograde Jupiter in her Natal chart
around the polling tme. While, Venus will be transitng over her
Natal Ketu at that tme. Also, Saturn-Rahu will be in a Sextle spect
with her Natal Mars and Sun.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The overall planetary positons do not look set to ease things out for
Gul Panag during and afer the electons. 

The transitng Mars' Square with her Natal Mars and Sun will keep
Gul under a lot of stress during electons. She does not look set to be
able to atract or impress voters, despite her media image.

The transitng Mercury is debilitated and is forming a Square aspect
with her Natal Sun, so she will have to be extra careful while
delivering any speeches in the run up to the electons. Her
communicaton (especially with media or in public) may work against
her, feels Ganesha.

Conclusion

The stars do not favour Gul Panag currently, and they may not do so
even on the date of polling in Chandigarh. Thus, Ganesha strongly
feels that the people of Chandigarh may largely remain unimpressed
by Panag, and she may not gain much in the General Electons 2014 -
in short, she may not win the electons. 

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Moon Moon Sen is likely to triumph
in the LS polls, feels Ganesha.

Name of the Candidate:- Moon Moon Sen

Candidate's Birth Details:- 28th March 1948

Consttuency, City, State:- Bankura, Bankura, West Bengal

Electon Date:- 7th May 2014

Moon Moon Sen's Kundli

Indian flm actress Moon Moon Sen was born on 28 March 1948, and
has worked in Bengali, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Marathi and
Kannada flms. She has also received the Andhra Pradesh Nandi
Award for Best Supportng Actress in 1987 for her role in the flm
Sirivennela. 

She did her schooling in Loreto Convent, Shillong and at Loreto
House, Kolkata, and graduated from Somerville College, Oxford.
Moon Moon Sen started her flms and television career afer
marriage and motherhood. She made her debut in Andar Baahar in
1984. Her daring role in that flm strred up a huge controversy. She
also acted in a suspense thriller “100 Days” with Madhuri Dixit. Afer
Zakhmi Dil (1994) she did not appear in flms untl 2003 when she
starred in an unsuccessful thriller Kucch To Hai. Overall, she failed to
match the success of her mother Suchitra Sen. 
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Now she has entered politcs and will contest the upcoming LS
Electons on a Trinamool Congress tcket from Bankura consttuency.
What have the stars in store for her? Probes Ganesha.

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Ganesha observes that on the date of polling in Sen's consttuency,
the Sun will be transitng over Venus, and Venus will be transitng
over Sun in her horoscope. She will be under the infuence of Rahu
Ketu half Return. 

Moon will be transitng over her Natal Saturn and Mars. It is to be
noted that transitng Mars and Saturn will be retrograde on 7th May
2014. As Moon Moon is born with retrograde Saturn and Mars, she
will have these two planets in her favour. The transitng Jupiter is in
the 7th Sign from her Natal Jupiter.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Considering the points mentoned in Stars Speak, Ganesha feels that
Moon Moon Sen is going to be at an advantage during these
electons. Planetary transits are supportng her, especially retrograde
planets that generally make things difcult for other candidates born
with those planets in direct moton. Ganesha feels that although
chasing other candidates will not be that easy for her, Moon Moon
will be able to create a considerable vote-bank for herself. Her
campaigns will also get a good response.

Conclusion

Briefy, Ganesha feels that Moon Moon has all chances of shining in
LS Electons 2014. 

She will have an advantage over other candidates. The chances of
her bagging good number of votes are very high. 

She would triumph over other candidates, by the Grace of Ganesha.

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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 LS polls: Will Pawan Kalyan prove to
be a good political leader? probes

Ganesha
Name of the Candidate/ Party = Pawan Kalyan

Party - Jana Sena Party.

Consttuency, City, State - NA

Electon Date - NA

Pawan Kalyan

The younger brother of Telugu superstar Chiranjeevi and Nagendra

Babu, Pawan Kalyan launched his Jana Sena Party in March 2014.

Addressing a huge gathering of his fans, he gave a clarion call

Congress hatao desh bachao. Earlier in March, he met BJP's Prime

Ministerial candidate Narendra Modi and extended his support to

the the party.

A black belt in karate, Kalyan displayed martal arts skills in some of

his flms and exhibited them at several auditoriums. These abilites

helped him earn the ttle 'Pawan', symbolizing Lord Hanuman. Being

a strict vegetarian and infuenced by Swami Vivekanada's philosophy,

the young leader said he has not decided to contest the polls despite

his party keen for te-ups with some major politcal partes in the
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forthcoming polls.

Surely, the answer lies with Ganesha – whether the new party

manages to bag a number of seats for possible te-ups or not. Read

what is in store --

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

In Pawan Kalyan's Surya Kundali, the Sun, Venus and retrograde

Mercury are in conjuncton. Ganesha observes that Moon,

retrograde Mars and Rahu are also in conjuncton. Since six planets

are posited in these two Houses, they tend to have a storng impact

of rest of the Kundali. 

When favourable planets transit through these Houses, they bring

more positve results. But when negatve planets transit through

them, the unfavourable impact becomes more profound. His

fortunes will tend to swing prominently and at regular intervals. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Jupiter transitng through Kalyan's Gain House will result into him

making new friends and getng positve results because of his

friendships. The Rahu and Saturn transits will not bring him very

unfavourable results – which is good, as no loss should be considered

as proft in this case. 

Kalyan's friends and fans will support him, but his Kundali does not

indicate strong chances of him becoming a very successful politcian. 

Conclusion

In the long run, Kalyan may form an alliance with another big party,

and may merge his party with that party. His performance as a party

leader may not be very impressive, though, suggest that stars.

Name of the contributor

Dharmesh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Bleak chances for Kishan to create an
impact this time, predicts Ganesha.

Name of the Candidate/ Party : Ravi Kishan, INC

Candidate's Birth Details : 17th July 1971

Consttuency, City, State : Jaunpur, UP

Electon Date : 12th May, 2014

Ravi Kishan - Kundli

Fondly known as Ravi Kishan by his fans, Ravi Kishan Shukla is an

acclaimed Bhojpuri actor and television personality. Many describe

him as Amitabh Bachchan of Bhojpuri cinema.

Apart from his flms, he played an extensive role in the Indian version

of Big Brother, Bigg Boss and Ek Se Badhkar Ek. But now, the actor is

campaigning hard and willing to contest for the Congress party in the

upcoming parliamentary electons.

At ETV Bhojpuri Cinema Samman event in 2008, he was felicitated

with the Most Popular Actor award. The actor's flm career is at its

peak these days following nine of his movies which are slated for

release shortly. Among fve of the Bollywood flms, one is Global

Baba, based on the life of self-styled godman Asaram. 
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Will Kishan manage to impress his voters equally in the 2014 LS

Electons?  Ganesha takes a peek into the Bihar's superstar's Kundli

to see what lies ahead -

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Ganesha observes that on the electon date, Sun, Ketu, Saturn and

Rahu will be forming Square with Ravi's Natal Sun, Ketu and Mercury.

Moon and Mars will be transitng over his Uranus and Pluto. Venus

and Uranus will be transitng through the 9th House from Sun and

Mercury transitng over his Natal Saturn. Whereas Jupiter will be

transitng through the 12th House from his Natal Sun.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Considering the planetary positons of the polling in 12th May 2014,

Ganesha feels that it is going to be a frustratng day for the Bhojpuri

actor. 

He may hardly be able to have an edge over other candidates. His

luck factor won't support him on this crucial day, due to the

possibility of malefc planets, feels Ganesha. 

Only the transit of Venus is in his favour. He will have only a few

votes in his kity, despite seemingly appealing to a huge vote bank,

suggest the stars. 

Conclusion

Ganesha strongly feels that the chances of Ravi Kishan winning from

this consttuency are rather grim. Rest depends on the stars of the

contestants fghtng from the same seat.

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Tough Planetary Aspects may make
the roah ahead diffcult for Babul

Supriyo, feels Ganesha.
Name of the candidate: Babul Supriyo

Birth date: 15th December 1970

Party: BJP

Electon consttuency: Asansol, West Bengal

Electon Date: May 7, 2014

Babul Supriyo

A playback singer in Bollywood and Bengali cinema, Babul Supriyo
will be contestng on a BJP tcket in the 2014 Lok Sabha polls. The
voice behind several hit songs, Supriyo said it is the biggest challenge
for him to represent the party and said there is no emergence of any
third front. The country needs a strong leader like Modi.

Born and raised in Kolkata, Supriyo comes from a prestgious musical
family in West Bengal. Afer receiving training from his grandfather
and noted composer, Banikantha NC Baral, the singer won numerous
accolades by partcipatng in inter-school musical compettons in
Don Bosco. He enthralled audiences in 45 inter-college music
compettons. Since childhood, he has been a regular performer for
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AIR and Doordarshan. 

Is the stage set for the singing maestro to fnd space in the politcal
arena? To know more, read what Ganesha foresees for Babul
Supriyo's politcal stnt - 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Ganesha observes that on the electon date, Moon will be transitng
through the 9th House from Babul's Natal Sun and Jupiter. Sun and
Ketu will be transitng over his debilitated Saturn. Venus will be
exalted in the ffh House from Sun. 

The retrograde Mars will be transitng over his Uranus and Pluto.
Saturn and Rahu will be transitng over his Venus and Mars. Jupiter
will be transitng through the 8th House from his Natal Sun.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Planetary transits in Babul Supriyo's Surya Kundli are indicatve of
inital atracton during campaigns, but that doesn't mean that it
would result in his victory. 

On the day of electon, the planets are not so powerful in Supriyo's
Chart, and thus reaching the desired success would not be easy. 

Saturn Rahu's oppositon to Natal Saturn is very adverse for him.
Saturn to Saturn oppositon is degreecal. Sun and Ketu's transit over
his Natal Saturn indicates that his opponents will be stronger than
him. 

He will not be able to defeat them. Except for transitng Venus,
nothing is in Babul's clear cut favour. There are evil transits
happening to his Natal planets.

Conclusion

Ganesha strongly feels that Babul is going to lose in these LS
Electons, and his LS hopes may be dashed by a considerable
margin. 

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Stars do not promise victory for the
ace cricketer in the Elections 2014,

says Ganesha.
Name of the Candidate/ Party - Mohammad Kaif

Candidate's Birth Date: 01/12/1980

Party - Indian Natonal Congress 

Consttuency, City, State – Phulpur, Utar Pradesh

Electon Date – 7th May 2014

Mohammad Kaif - Kundli

Although he played his last internatonal innings against South Africa

eight years ago, the ex-Indian cricketer, Allahabad-born Mohammad

Kaif is doing something diferent this tme. Touring extensively, he is

reaching out to the people of Phulpur consttuency in UP, seeking

their support on a Congress tcket for a LS seat post 2014 General

Electons. 

In 2000, Kaif made his internatonal debut by leading India to its frst

Under-19 World Cup trophy. Since 2006, he has lead Utar Pradesh in

the Ranji Trophy where his team bagged 2005-06 Ranji trophy.

Thereafer, his team ended runners-up twice between 2007 and

2009.
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The 33-year-old played 125 ODIs by scoring 2,753 runs and 624 runs

in 13 tests. Are politcal stakes high for the pinch hiter, and will the

magic formula work in his favour this tme? Read more to

understand his planetary positons --

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

In Mohammad Kaif's Surya Kundli, Venus is Swagruhi and Saturn,

Jupiter and Moon are in conjuncton. Thus in his Chart, there is

Lakshmi Yoga of Jupiter-Moon and Vish Yoga of Moon-Saturn.

Ganesha also notes the presence of Kalsarp Dosha in Kaif's chart.

Mars is in Sagitarius, which makes him energetc and enthusiastc.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

In Kaif's Surya Kundli, Saturn and Sun are not causing any adverse

impact. Ganesha predicts that the planetary positons will help him

perform beter in the long run. Sun is in the 1st House, which will

help him earn him a beter post in the future. 

Moon-Jupiter-Saturn will make him patent, and shall help him

become a praiseworthy politcian. Talking about his transitng

planets, Ganesha says both Natal Venus and Mercury are disturbed

in his Surya Kundli. Jupiter does have its favourable impact to an

extent, but the overall infuence of the current planetary positons

may not cause major development in Kaif's politcal career during

the upcoming electons.

Conclusion

Mohammad Kaif may not perform extraordinarily, during Lok Sabha

Electons 2014. However, he will be able to maintain his overall

image, foresees Ganesha.

Name of the contributor

Dharmesh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Will striker Bhutia shoot a winning
goal against rivals in 2014 polls?

Probes Ganesha.
Name of the Candidate/ Party - - Baichung Bhuta/ Trinamool

Congress

Candidate's Birth Details -- 15th December 1976 

Electon Date : 7th May, 2014

Place of birth : Tinkitam, Sikkim

Bhaichung Bhuta's Kundli

Nicknamed Sikkimese Sniper, footballer Baichung Bhuta is eyeing for
Darjeeling consttuency on a Trinamool Congress tcket in the 2014
General Electons.

As a striker, Bhuta has been described as God's gif to Indian football
and made his presence felt in the internatonal arena. He
represented East Bengal Club for many years partcipatng in school
and local clubs in his home state. Due to his unmatched performance
at 1992 Subroto Cup, he was feted with the Best Player award.
Among his footballing honours include winning LG Cup, Nehru Cup,
SAFF Championship and AFC Challenge Cup.

Other than football, he represented basketball, badminton and
athletcs in sports. Son of a farmer, Bhuta joined school following his
uncle, Karma Bhuta's decision. Can he score a winning goal in the
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politcal game? Does he have extraordinary abilites to become a
politcian? See what Ganesha has to say - 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

I n Baichung's Surya Kundali, Swagruhi Mars is posited in the
Ascendant House, while Ketu and Jupiter are in conjuncton in the
9th House. The Retrograde Saturn is also positoned in the 9th
House. Additonally, Mars is combust, whereas Jupiter is retrograde,
observes Ganesha. 

Since Mars is comparitvely strong in his Surya Kundali, this makes
Bhuta a good sportsman. 

But in order to become an able politcian, he needs to have a strong
Saturn in his Surya Kundali. Ganesha feels that he will have to be
patent, and give himself some tme for that. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Jupiter is transitng through the 8th House in Baichung's Surya
Kundali, and according to Ganesha, this partcular planetary
movement gives neither good nor bad results. 

Saturn and Rahu are transitng over his Natal Rahu. And, Ketu is
transitng over his Natal Ketu-Jupiter – these planetary transits may
not prove quite favourable for him, adds Ganesha. Besides, on 7th
May 2014, the day of polling in Bhuta's consttunecy, the transitng
Moon as well as Sun will be in conjuncton with malefc planets –
another bad sign for him. So, overall, it is going to be a tough period
for Baichung on the politcal front. 

Conclusion

Considering the transitng planets, Natal planets and planetary
positons on the day of the polling in  Tinkitam, Sikkim, Baichung's
performance during Lok Sabha Electons 2014 looks set to quite
average. 

He is unlikely to get many votes, feels Ganesha. And if Bhuta fails to
campaign agressively, his performance will be rather disappointng,
foretells Ganesha.

Name of the contributor

Dharmesh Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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A newbie set to contest from Delhi.
What have the stars in store?

Name of the Candidate: Manoj Tiwari

Party: BJP

Candidate's Birth Date: 1st February 1973

Consttuency, City, State: North East Delhi

Electon Date: 10th April, 2014 

Manoj Tiwari's Surya Kundli 

Bhojpuri actor-turned-politcian Manoj Tiwari is leaving no stone

unturned to make his mark during 2014 General Electons. The stage

is all set for the BJP aspirant to take on his rivals from the North East

Delhi consttuency.

Not only is he a singer, actor by profession, but also a television

presenter and music director from Bihar. In 2009, he represented the

Samajwadi Party and played a crucial role as being its candidate from

Gorakhpur consttuency.

Hailing from Atarwalia, a small village in Bihar's Kaimur district,

Tiwari supported Ramdev's hunger strike at Ramlila Ground in June

2011. Later, he sang patriotc songs to atract protesters. Besides, he
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was involved in protests following the Anna Hazare's arrest. 

Will people identfy enough with him to vote for him in these

electons? How will his candidature be received? Ganesha takes a

look at Tiwari's Kundli to predict the way ahead - 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors)

Ganesha observes that on the day of polling in Tiwari's consttuency,

Moon will be transitng through the 7th House from Tiwari's Natal

Sun. Saturn and Rahu will be forming Square with the combinaton of

Jupiter, Venus, Mercury and Sun in his Chart. Mars, the most

powerful planet in his chart will be retrograde in transit. Jupiter will

be transitng over his Natal Ketu.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Considering all astrological factors, Ganesha feels that the game at

North East Delhi consttuency is going to be tough for Tiwari. His

campaigns may not produce desired results and help him win votes. 

He won't be able to atract masses like he normally does in flm/TV

industry. His popularity may not help him to great extent in politcs,

feels Ganesha. 

The transitng Moon's positon is also adverse and Mars, Saturn,

Rahu are already unfavourable. Jupiter too is not in his favour.

Conclusion

Considering all the astrological factors, Ganesha feels that Manoj

Tiwari is likely to lose in 2014 Electons.

Name of the contributor

Bhavesh N Patni

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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Not an LoC war, but this clash of
titans is sure to make everyone sit and

take notice!
Name of the Candidate :

Narendra Modi (BJP) 

Arvind Kejriwal (AAP) 

Consttuency, City, State : Varanasi, Utar Pradesh 

Electon Date : 12th May 2014 

The run up to the 2014 Lok Sabha Electons is getng fercer and

murkier with each passing day. With the newbie Aam Aadmi Party

(AAP)  declaring the party supremo Arvind Kejriwal as its candidate

against BJP's Prime Ministerial candidate feisty Narendra Modi for

Varanasi's Lok Sabha seat, the batle got even beter and interestng. 

Polls take place in the ancient temple town's consttuency on 12th

May 2014. 

The agenda of both the contenders remains the same – the fght

against corrupton and making India a corrupton-free society. 

While one is inclined to bring in strong legislaton laws through the

Lok Pal Bill, the other wants to free the country from the Congress-

led UPA government, bringing an end to the years of dynastc

politcs.

The 45-year-old Kejriwal is contestng his frst general electon this

tme, while for the reigning Gujarat Chief Minister Narendra Modi,

this is the most prestgious Lok Sabha Electon, as he is being

projected as the face of the Bhartya Janata Party. 

Will the charisma of ex-tax ofcer in atractng masses work and oust

the very successful and popular three tme Gujarat CM – who himself

is an excellent orator and charismatc politcian? 

Ganesha takes a look at the Horoscopes of both the top-guns to

predict the way ahead –
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Narendrabhai Damodardas Modi : Date of Birth : 17th September

1950, Time of Birth : 10:00:00, Place of Birth : Vadnagar, Gujarat 

Narendra Modi's Birth Chart 

Arvind Kejariwal  : Date of Birth : 16th August 1968, Time of Birth :

23:46:00, Place of Birth : Siwani, Haryana 

Arvind Kejriwal's Birth Chart 

Stars Speak (Astrological Factors) 

Mr. Modi is presently under the infuence of Moon and Rahu Dasha

sequences. His Natal Moon rules the 10th House of success in
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politcs and his natal Rahu signifes the 6th House of success in

competton. 

Jupiter, being the Lord of the 6th House in Modi's Natal Chart is

presently transitng through his 9th House of Fortune. Also, his

yogakaraka planet Saturn is transitng with its friendly planet Rahu

through Modi's Ascendant House.  

In Arvind Kejariwal's Birth Chart, it is noteworthy that he is currently

under the infuence of Jupiter-Mahadasha and Venus Bhukt. Jupiter

is the 8th House Lord in his Horoscope, which does not signify much

for success in politcal endeavours. 

So, the Jupiter-Venus period during the electons may not help his

cause much. Stll, the Venus-Mercury-Jupiter-Sun stellium in the 4th

House in his Horoscope brings a lot of promise. The transitng Saturn

and Rahu in his 6th House, aspectng the Natal Saturn, however, also

indicate stf competton and many hurdles for Kejriwal.  

Predicton (Astrological Analysis) 

The aforementoned planetary forces indicate that Arvind Kejariwal

will try his level best to appease the voters in Varanasi. But, the

aficton of his 6th House (the House of Competton) may not bring

the desired fruits for him. 

In other words, he may not be able to grab the expected numbers of

votes. It would be by his sheer will power, if he manages to succeed,

that is. Otherwise the stars don't favour him much.  

On the other side, Narendra Modi's antardasha Lord Rahu indicates a

methodical approach and skillful attude that shall help him appease

the voters of Varanasi. This factor will help him gain more numbers

of votes in this consttuency. 

Conclusion 

Summarily, Ganesha is of the opinion that the desired success may

be expected for Mr. Modi from Varanasi. 

Name of the Contributor

Malav Bhat 

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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It's a tough battle out there...yet Dr.
Harshvardhan's stars seem to triumph

over Sibal's, says Ganesha. 
Name of The Candidates

Dr. Harsh Vardhan 

Kapil Sibbal 

Candidates' Birth Details:

Dr. Harsh Vardhan – (BJP) Birth date: 13-12-1954

Kapil Sibbal – (Congress) Birth date: 08-08-1948

Consttuency, City, State : Chandni Chowk, Delhi

Electon Date: 10th April 2014

The Chandni Chowk seat in Delhi is set to witness a keen contest

between Kapil Sibal of Congress and Harshvardhan of BJP in the 2014

Lok Sabha electons on April 10. In 2004, Sibal defeated the BJP's

Smrit Irani by nearly 80,000 votes while in 2009, he beat the BJP's

Vijender Gupta by over 2 lakh votes from the same seat. A lawyer by

profession, Sibal has been in charge of various ministries in the UPA

government over the years, including the ministries of science and

technology, human resource development, communicatons and IT

and law and justce. 

However, the upcoming electons may not be such a cakewalk for

him. The BJP will be represented by Harshvardhan, a former RSS

member and a doctor. He had held responsibility of various

portolios in the Delhi state cabinet during the BJP's reign between

1993 and 1998. Throwing a spanner in the works for both will be the

AAP's Ashutosh, a Hindi television journalism infuenced by the

agitaton for the Jan Lokpal Bill by Anna Hazare.

What lies ahead? Ganesha takes a peek. 

 Dr. Harsh Vardhan - Surya Kundli
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Kapil Sibbal - Surya Kundli

Star Speak (Astrological Factors)

Saturn is in the 4th House from Moon, in Dr. Harshvardhan's Surya

Kundali. Ganesha also notces that Saturn and Rahu are transitng

over Venus in his Kundali. 

Looking at Kapil Sibbal's Surya Kundali, Ganesha fnds that he is going

through the last phase of Saturn Sade Sat. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The 4th House from Moon in Dr. Harshvardhan's Kundali is currently

under the infuence of Small panot. Besides, Saturn and Rahu are

transitng over his Natal Saturn hence he will have to work really

hard to achieve desired results. 
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It is not going to be a smooth sailing for Kapil Sibbal either. He is

under the infuence of Saturn Sade Sathi and Saturn and Rahu are

transitng over his Natal Ketu, so he will have a tough tme saving his

seat in the upcoming General Electons.

Conclusion:

In all likelihood, it is going to be a tough batle in Delhi's Chandi

Chawk consttuency. Considering the planetary alignments,

Ganesha predicts the victory for Dr. Harshvardhan, considering the

contest between these two. [this analysis does not consider the

stars of the third candidate, as his credible birth details were

unavailable)

Name of the Contributor

Kashyap Raval

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 

Stars to favour Veerendra Kumar as
he contests from Palakkad, Kerala

seat in 2014 LS Elections. 
Name of the Candidates:

VirendraKumar (Janata Dal)

M.B. Rajesh (Markswadi Party)

Consttuency, City, State : Palakkad, Kerala

Electon Date: 10th April 2014

The batle lines are drawn in the Palakkad Lok Sabha consttuency in

Kerala. The veteran septuagenarian Veerendra Kumar (77), who is

the millionaire owner of the Matrubhumi group and is backed by the

Congress, will take on incumbent MB Rajesh (42) of the Communist

Party of India-Marxist (CPI-M). Veerendra Kumar may have age

against him, but he is very resourceful and has sufcient politcal
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support in Palakkad. The former minister of state at the centre (1996

to 1998) perhaps wants to sign out in style by winning one last tme

– but MB Rajesh is no novice. He rose through the ranks, frst as a

student leader and then through the Democratc Youth Federaton of

India, which he heads now. The youthful lawyer has been in the

forefront of raising developmental issues in his consttuency, and is a

Congress baiter on issues related to policy and ideology. Ganesha

takes the help of Vedic astrology to fnd out the prospects of these

two high-fying candidates.

Kundli : VirendraKumar (Janata Dal)

Kundli : M.B. Rajesh (Markswadi Party)
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Stars Speak:

As per the Surya Kundali of Mr. Virendra Kumar, his Ascendant Sign is

Cancer. The Lord of the Ascendant is Moon, and Moon-Rahu are

posited in the 5th House in his Chart. Jupiter is the Lord of the 9th

House, whereas the Lord of the 7th House Saturn is in his Chart's 9th

House. The transitng Jupiter is aspectng his Natal Jupiter. 

As per M B Rajesh's Surya Kundali, the Lord of the Ascendant is in

the 4th House. The Lord of the 9th House Venus is in the 3rd House,

and is aspectng the 9th House. Ketu is transitng over Rajesh' Natal

Venus. Ganesha also notes that Saturn-Rahu and Jupiter are

transitng through his 9th House. He is currently under the infuence

of Satur-Saturn-Rahu mahadasha.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

In Virendra Kumar's Surya Kundali, the transitng Jupiter is aspectng

the Lord of the 9th House Jupiter, whereas in M B Rajesh's Kundali

Ketu is transitng over Lord of the 9th House Venus. Mahadasha also

does not impart required strength to M.B. Rajesh's Surya Kundali.

Conclusion:

Ganesha predicts that, thus, Virendra Kumar will win the electons

with notceable margin.

Name of the Contributor

Prakash Shantlal Pandya

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team
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A tough battle to ensue in Shimoga,
Karnataka. Stars favour B. S.
Yeddyurappa, says Ganesha. 

Name of the Candidates:

B. S. Yeddyurappa (BJP)

Manjunath Bhandari (Congress)

Candidates' Birth Details:

B. S. Yeddyurappa  - 27-2-1943, Madhya Pradesh

Manjunath Bhandari - 14-10-1962

Consttuency, City, State : Shimoga, Karnataka

Electon Date:  17th April 2014

BS Yeddyurappa, the frst BJP Chief Minister from southern India,

who lef the party in 2012 when corrupton charges were leveled

against him, but returned in January this year, is a Lingayat

strongman and has a major presence in Shimoga, Karnataka. 

His main opponent in this year's General Electons from Shimoga LS

seat will be Congress's Manjunath Bhandari. 

The Congress felded Bhandari afer senior leaders like Kagodu

Thimmappa and state minister Kimmane Ratnakar refused to contest

from this seat. Bhandari, a businessman and member of the AICC, is

a fresher in electoral politcs, but is said to be close to Union minister

Oscar Fernandes. Yeddyurappa is most likely to be a major force in

these electons. 

In the 2013 Assembly Electons when Yeddyurappa contested as a

Karnataka Janatha Paksh candidate, the BJP failed to win a single

seat from Shimoga, despite it being a strong base of the RSS and BJP.

Now, with Yeddyurappa back in their wings, the BJP looks a more

formidable force. Ganesha predicts, with the help of Vedic astrology,

what will ensue in this batle of ttans. 
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Kundli : B. S. Yeddyurappa (BJP)

Kundli : Manjunath Bhandari (Congress)

Stars Speak:

In B. S. Yeddyurappa's Surya Kundali, Mars, Venus and Sun are quite

strong. In Manjunath Bhandari's Surya Kundali, Ketu is transitng over

Moon. Besides, Rahu and Saturn are in the 2nd House in Manjunath

Bhandari's Surya Kundali which indicates a possibility of downfall.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

From 15-04-2014 onwards, the Sun will be in Aries and in the 3rd

House of B. S. Yeddyurappa's Kundali. This indicates sudden gains.

Jupiter is also quite strong in his Surya Kundali. 
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In Manjunath Bhandari's Kundali, Saturn-Ketu are in the 10th House

from Moon. Besides, Ketu is transitng over Moon and Jupiter is not

very powerful. Thus, Bhandari may have to face some resistance

during the 2014 LS Electons.

Conclusion:

On the day of polling in Shimoga, the planetary positons are going to

support B. S. Yeddyurappa to a great extent. However, in Manjunath

Bhandari's Surya Kundali, the Sun will be transitng over Moon.

Besides, Saturn is in the clutches of Rahu. Hence, his performance is

likely to be rather poor. Ganesha predicts that the possibility of B. S.

Yeddyurappa winning the electons is brighter. 

Name of the Contributor

By Jitendra Thakkar

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 

Rajiv Pratap Rudy looks set to score
over ex-CM, Bihar Rabri Devi in 2014

General Elections, says Ganesha. 
Name of the Candidates:

Rabri Devi (RJD)

Rajiv Pratap Rudy (BJP)

Candidates' Birth Details:

Rabri Devi (RJD) - 01-01-1955

Rajiv Pratap Rudy (BJP) – 30-3-1962

Consttuency, City, State : Saran, Bihar

Electon Date: 7th May 2014

Come 7th May 2014, and all eyes shall be on the Saran parliamentary
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consttuency, which is witnessing a tough contest between three-

term Bihar Chief Minister Rabri Devi and senior BJP MP Rajiv Pratap

Rudy on May 7. The fght will intensify further as Rabri's brother

Anirudh Prasad alias Sadhu Yadav too will contest from the same

seat as an independent candidate.

Kundli: Rabri Devi (RJD)

Kundli: Rajiv Pratap Rudy (BJP)

Born in 1959, Rabri is the wife of Rashtriya Janata Dal leader Lalu

Prasad Yadav and hardly had any interest in politcs. But, she took

CM reins from her husband afer the later was reportedly found

accused in fodder scam. She had been a Bihar Vidhan Parishad's

Legislatve Council member.
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Rudy, on the other hand, was born in Rajput family, Patna. Before

entering state politcs, he played an actve role in student politcs at

Panjab University. He served as Minister of State for Commerce,

Trade & Industry and became Civil Aviaton Minister with

independent charge in the Vajpayee-led NDA government.

As these bigwigs are atacking each other with infammatory

speeches, let us delve into the outcome of what their stars have to

say. Read more to understand their planetary positons –

Star Speak:

In Rabri Surya Kundali, Sun-Moon have formed Kendra Yoga. Jupiter

and Venus are in centre, from Moon. However, Jupiter is in

Shadashtak from Sun. Ganesha observes that Venus is in the 12th

House from Sun. There is Sun-Rahu Grahan Dosha in her chart. She

will be going through Sun Mahadasha at the tme of electons. Rajiv

Pratap's Surya Kundali indicates that Sun-Moon have formed Kendra

Yoga. Besides, Mars, Mercury and Jupiter are in conjuncton, and that

is an auspicious indicaton. Saturn-Ketu conjuncton hints that there

may be challenges in his life.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Radri Devi will be going through Sun Mahadasha on the day of the

electons in her consttuency. But Sun is posited with Rahu, and as a

result, the Mahadasha will not prove to be as favourable as

expected. Since some of her planets are weakly posited, she may not

be able convince the voters enough. However, there may be some

positve planetary movements on the day of electons. Hence, she

may be able to give a tough competton to her compettor. On the

electon day, Mars, Jupiter, Moon and Venus will be transitng from

the Cardinal Houses, Saturn-Rahu from the 11th House and Sun-Ketu

from the 5th House, in Rajiv Oratap Rudy's Surya Kundali. According

to Ganesha, the overall planetary picture supports Rajiv Pratap in

this electons. 

Conclusion:

Considering the planetary positons in Rabri Devi's and Rudy's
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Horoscopes, Ganesha foretells that there is a strong possibility that

Rajiv Pratap Rudy will win the electons from the Saran seat in

Bihar in 2014 General Electons.*

*Please note this predicton has been done only basis the Kundlis of

two contestants; if there are other contestants fghtng from this

seat, there Kundlis were not considered owing to unavailability of

the credible birth data. 

Name of the Contributor

Dinesh N Joshi

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

Stars to favour Gadkari at Nagpur
seat during LS Elections 2014, says

Ganesha 

Name of The Candidate:

BJP- Nitn Gadkari

Congress – Vilas Mutemwar

Candidates' Birth details:

Nitn Gadkari-  27-5-1961, Nagpur

Vilas Mutemwar – 22-3-1949, Sindiwahi, Maharashtra

Consttuency, City, State : Nagpur, Maharashtra

Electon Date: 10th April 2014

In a key contest in Nagpur, traditonally a Congress baston, the

Bharatya Janata Party's former president Nitn Gadkari is pited

against Congress veteran Vilas Mutemwar. The 56-year-old Gadkari

has been a member of the state legislatve council since 1989 and

was also a minister in the Shiv Sena-BJP government. In 1985, he

failed in his atempt to get elected to the state assembly from

Nagpur (West). Now, Gadkari will be hoping that nearly 30 years of
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development work he has undertaken in the region will help him win

the Lok Sabha electon. He has taken great pains to help families in

the Dalit-Muslim populaton. Vilas Mutemwar, on the other hand,

has been elected four tmes in a row from Nagpur. Anjali Damania of

the Aam Aadmi Party, who has leveled corrupton charges against

Gadkari, has added more spice to the contest, and will be hoping to

ride the Kejriwal wave to win this prestgious seat.

Kundli: Nitn Gadkari

Kundli: Vilas Mutemwar

Stars Speak:

Saturn and Rahu are transitng over Moon in Libra, in Nitn Gadkari's

Surya Kundali. Jupiter is transitng over Mercury in Gemini. 
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In Vilas Mutemwar's Kundali, Saturn-Rahu are transitng over Ketu.

From November 2014, Mutemwar will be under the infuence of

Saturn Sade Sat. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Since Saturn is transitng over Moon in Nitn Gadkari's Kundali, he

will have to be ready to give a tough fght to his opponents. 

Vilas Mutemwar will also have to put in his best as he will soon be

under the infuence of Saturn Sade Sat, which may hurt his politcal

prospects. 

Conclusion:

Considering the planetary positons in these two Surya Kundalis,

Ganesha feels that Nitn Gadkari has stronger planetary

combinatons in his Surya Kundali than Mutemwar has.

Although Vilas Mutemwar looks set to give Gadkari a run for his

money, Gadakari may be able to win with a marginal diference in

the vote counts.*

*Please note this predicton has been done only basis the Kundlis of

two contestants; if there are other contestants fghtng from this

seat, there Kundlis were not considered owing to unavailability of

the credible birth data. 

Name of the Contributor

By Kashyap Raval

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Yet, in these elections, Pravesh Verma
will score over Diskshit, says

Ganesha.
Name of the Candidates:

Sandeep Dikshit - (Congress)

Parvesh Verma - (BJP)

Candidate's Birth Details:

Sandeep Dikshit – 15-8-1954, Lucknow

Parvesh Verma – 07-11-1977

Consttuency, City, State : Delhi, East

Electon Date: 10th April 2014

Sandeep Dikshit, the Congress candidate from East Delhi Lok Sabha

consttuency, will square up against BJP's Parvesh Verma in the 2014

Lok Sabha polls. Rajmohan Gandhi of AAP actually makes this a

three-way contest. However, Dikshit looks upbeat about winning,

despite the fact that his party fared poorly in the recent Delhi

Assembly electons. He feels the 'AAP-wave' is all but fnished. A few

days ago he said, "An illusion was created by making atractve

promises and people thought of giving other partes a chance

thinking their lives would be beter. However, now the so-called

wave is over."  

Parvesh Verma, the son of former Delhi CM Saheb Singh Verma, is

equally upbeat, hoping the 'Modi-wave' will work in his favour.

Besides, with Harshvardhan, the BJP's CM candidate in the recent

Assembly electons, campaigning for Verma could swing a chunk of

votes in the later's favour. Ganesha takes a look at the fate of this

consttuency with the help of Vedic astrology. 
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Kundli: Sandeep Dikshit - (Congress)

Kundli:  Parvesh Verma - (BJP)

Star Speak:

In Sandeep Dikshit's Surya Kundali, Saturn and Rahu are transitng

through the 4th House in the Cancer Ascendant. Jupiter is with Ketu

in the 12th House from Sun. This is not a favourable sign. In Pravesh

Verma's Surya Kundali malefc Venus in the 3rd House will produce

some defnite results. Saturn, Rahu and Mars may bring favourable

tmes for him. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

In Sandip Dikshit Kundali, Saturn is in the 4th House, and as per
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Ganesha's view, this partcular planetary positon will not give him

proftable results. Please note that when the signifcator of the

public life is not strong in one's horoscope, one has to be ready for

an uphill climb to atain power and positon, says Ganesha. 

In Pravesh Verma's Surya Kundali, the signifcator of public life,

Venus, is in the 9th House with Swagruhi Mars. Hence, the possibility

of him winning the electons is brighter.

Conclusion:

Sandeep Dikshit and Pravesh Verma will give each other a tough

fght. Ganesha predicts that Pravesh Verma may win the electons by

a small margin, given the stars of the third or fourth candidate/s are

not stronger than him. 

Yet, in these electons, Pravesh Verma will score over Diskshit, says

Ganesha. 

Name of the contributor

Pravin Khatri

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team

It'll be a close battle in
Amritsar...between Amrinder Singh

and Arun Jaitley, says Ganesha. 
Name of the candidates:

Arun Jaitley 

Captain Amrinder Singh

Candidates' Birth Details:

Arun Jaitley – 28-11-1952, New Delhi

Captain Amrinder Singh – 11-03-1942, Patyala
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Consttuency, City, State – Amritsar, Punjab

Electon Date: 30th April 2014

Amritsar is going to witness one of the 'hot' contests this Lok Sabha

Electons with BJP's Arun Jaitley and Congress's Captain Amarinder

Singh being pited against each other. 

Kundli : Arun Jaitley 

Kundli : Captain Amrinder Singh

In the 2009 LS polls, BJP's Navjot Singh Sidhu had won this seat.

Amarinder Singh is a former Chief Minister of Punjab (2002 to 2007),

and though he was reluctant to contest from Amritsar, he was

prevailed upon by his party to take on BJP's heavyweight Arun
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Jaitley. An MLA from Patala consttuency, Singh is the son of former

Maharaja of Patala, Yadavondra Singh and Mohinder Kaur, and

served as a Captain in the Indian Army, before entering politcs. 

61-year-old Arun Jaitley, on the other hand, is contestng electons

for the frst tme by replacing BJP's three-tme sitng MP Navjot

Singh Sidhu. The Rajya Sabha member has been a "strategic planner"

of BJP, and has managed many Assembly electons in diferent states.

Ganesha fgures out which of the two is more likely to win.

Star Speak:

In Arun Jaitley's Surya Kundali, the Lord of the 10th House, Sun, is

strongly posited in the Ascendant. Ganesha also notes that

Ascendant Lord is in conjuncton with the Lord of the 10th House in

the Ascendant House itself. The Lord of the 5th House, Jupiter, is

aspectng Saturn, the Lord of the 3rd House. It is noteworthy that

Mars-Rahu conjuncton in the 3rd House makes one a popular public

fgure. 

In Captain Amrinder Singh's Surya Kundali Ganesha notes that there

is the conjuncton of the Lord of the Ascendant, Lord of the

Profession House and the Lord of the Gain House. This conjucton

may help him come to power. The planetary positons in his Birth

Chart may also make him a good politcian.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

The planetary positons in Arun Jaitley's chart make him strong

enough to defeat his opponents. However, the planetary transits tll

11th May 2014 do not favour Jaitley a lot. 

On the other hand, Captain Amrinder Singh's Navmansh chart paints

a beter picture in comparison. 

He may have things going for him tll 11th May 2014. The maters are

bit complex here. According to Ganesha, Jaitley's Surya Kundali is

much stronger than Captain's Surya Kundali. Hence, in all likelihood,

it is going to be a close competton between these two candidates.
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Conclusion:

Although the transitng planets support Amrinder Singh more,

Ganesha foresees that Arun Jaitley may win the electons as Natal

planetary combinatons are quite strong in his Surya Kundali.

Name of the contributor

Sanskrut Bhat 

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 

Stars to swing in Manpreet Badal's
favour in 2014 General Elections, feels

Ganesha
Name of The Candidate:

Harsimrat Kaur (Shiromani Akali Dal)

Manpreet Singh Badal (Congress)

Candidates' Birth Details:

Harsimrat Kaur - 25/07/1966

Manpreet Singh Badal - 26/07/1962

Consttuency, City, State : Bhatnda, Punjab

Electon Date: 30th April 2014

A biter family feud enters the politcal feld in Punjab's Bhatnda

consttuency, in the 2014 General Electons. Congress and the

People's Party of Punjab (PPP) have formed a poll alliance, pitng

Manpreet Singh Badal, Punjab Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal's

nephew, against his sister-in-law Harsimrat Kaur, who is also the

sitng MP. 

Manpreet has been strongly critcised by the Chief Minister for

forming his own party, and teaming up with the Congress, which was
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the “enemy of the entre Sikh community and the Akali Dal".

Manpreet was suspended from the Shiromani Akali Dal and dropped

as fnance minister in the Badal government in October 2010 for

carrying on ant-party actvites. With charges and counter-charges

fowing thick and fast, this is shaping up to be an interestng contest.

Read on to know Ganesha's take on this key contest.

Kundli : Harsimrat Kaur (Shiromani Akali Dal)

Kundli : Manpreet Singh Badal (Congress)

Stars Speak:

In Harsimrat Kaur's Chart, transitng Saturn is afictng her Natal Sun

and the transitng Sun. Moreover, the retrograde Mars is getng
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aficted by her Natal Saturn. At present, the Sun is transitng over

Kaur's Natal Rahu. The transitng Moon is in Aries, and it is aficted.

Both Moon and Sun are going through Grahans. Kaur is under the

infuence of the second phase of Saturn Sade Sat. 

Whereas in Manpreet Singh Badal's Surya Kundali, the transitng

Saturn is aspectng his Natal Sun and the transitng Sun. The

transitng Mars is in the 3rd House, in Virgo in his Solar Horoscope.

Ganesha notes that his Natal Mars is well-posited, though. His Natal

Jupiter and the transitng Jupiter are in Angular Houses which is a

positve sign. The transitng Sun and Natal Sun are also in the Angular

House. His Natal Rahu is in the 4th House with the transitng Saturn.

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Ganesha analyses both the Surya Kundalis, and observes that

Manpreet Singh Badal has more powerful planetary alignment in his

Surya Kundali. He is under the infuence of Jupiter Mahadasha,

which will give him an edge over his compettor in the General

Electons 2014.

Conclusion:

The possibility of Manpreet Singh Badal winning the electons is

strong. However, the batle will be full of excitement with fortunes

swinging on both sides. Ganesha foresees that Manpreet Singh

Badal will win with a very low margin, though.

Name of the Contributor

Ketan Talsaniya

The GaneshaSpeaks.com Team 
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Stars to favour the newbie Satyapal
Singh in Baghpat clash in 2014 LS

Elections, says Ganesha. 
Names of The Candidates:

Ajit Singh (RLD)

Satyapal Singh (BJP)

Consttuency, City, State - Baghpat, Utar Pradesh 

Polling Date: 10th April 2014

In another crucial contest, the veteran politcian and RLD leader Ajit

Singh will slug it out against the former Mumbai police commissioner

Satyapal Singh, who is fghtng on a BJP tcket from the western Utar

Pradesh's Baghpat consttuency. 

Ajit Singh, son of the former Prime Minister of India, Chaudhary

Charan Singh, founded the Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD) in the year 1999.

Now 74, the Jat leader is the Union Civil aviaton minister in the UPA

government, and wields a lot of infuence in Baghpat. He has won

Lok Sabha electons six tmes, and lost only once in 1998. Singh has

been a vital player in Utar Pradesh  politcs at diferent junctures. An

IIT-Kharagpur alumnus and a computer engineer by profession, Ajit

Singh went to Illinois Insttute of Technology, Chicago and also

worked for 15 years in the US before returning to India in 1986 to

enter politcs. 

Pited against him is BJP's 58-year-old Satyapal Singh, an IPS ofcer

of the 1980 batch. He was to retre in 2015, but he became the frst

serving police commissioner of Mumbai to quit the post in February

this year to join politcs. He will be fghtng his electons for Bhartya

Janata Party. 

Ganesha takes a look at both the leaders' Horoscopes to see who will

swing the tde in this key consttuency of Baghpat, Utar Pradesh.
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Ajit Singh (RLD)  (Date of Birth - 12/02/1939)

Satyapal Singh (BJP) (Date of Birth - 29/11/1955)

Stars Speak:

In veteran leader Ajit Singh's Kundali, Mercury, the Lord of the 9th

House, is in the Ascendant House and is also posited in the

constellaton of Mars. The Lord of the Ascendant, Saturn, is in the

3rd House in a constellaton ruled by Mercury. The Lord of the 7th

House, Moon, however, is in the Gains House with its enemy planet

Mars. Ajit Singh is under the infuence of Mars-Venus-Venus- Moon

Dasha.

In Satyapal Singh's Surya Kundali, the Lord of the Ascendant is in the
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12th House, in the Swat constellaton. The Lord of the 9th House,

Moon, is in the 7th House in Kritka constellaton. Additonally, the

Moon is in conjuncton with Ketu, observes Ganesha. The Lord of the

7th House, Venus, is in the Mula constellaton and in the 2nd House.

Ketu, Sun, Saturn and Rahu are in Cardinal House, forming

Nichbhang Rajyoga in Satyapal Singh's Surya Kundali. 

Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Considering these two Surya Kundalis, Ganesha arrives at some

interestng analysis - 

The fght between them will go down the wire – the intense batle

shall leave people guessing tll the last minute. 

Ajit Singh's Moon is in the Navpancham Yoga (9-5 relatonship).

Moreover, the transitng Jupiter shall not be aspectng the Lord of his

Horoscope's 7th House, Moon. Whereas in Satyapal Singh's Surya

Kundali, the transitng Jupiter is aspectng the Lord of the 7th House,

Venus. Besides, Satyapal Singh is under the infuence of Mercury

antardasha in Saturn mahadasha. 

On 10/04/2014, the transitng Moon will be in the Tri-ekdash House,

and it will be aspectng the 9th House in Satyapal Singh's Chart. Also,

the transitng Jupiter shall be aspectng his Natal Mars. Whereas,

Ganesha notes that Ajit Singh is going through Badhakesh

mahadasha period. 

All in all, the stars seem to be in Satyapal Singh's favour.

Conclusion:

The contest between Ajit Singh and Satyapal Singh is going to get

very excitng and interestng. Ganesha predicts victory for Satyapal

Singh.

Name of the Contributor

Prakash Shantlal Pandya

The GaneshaSpeaks Team
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Stars tilt in the favour of Kirit Somiya
contesting for Lok Sabha 2014

Elections.
Name of the Candidates:

NCP's Sanjay Dina Patl

BJP's Kirit Somaiya

AAP's Medha Patkar

Consttuency, City, State : North – East Mumbai, Maharashtra

Electon Date: 24th April 2014

A tough three-way contest is on the cards in the North-East Mumbai

Lok Sabha consttuency with sitng NCP MP Sanjay Dina Patl pited

against BJP’s Kirit Somaiya and Aam Aadmi Party’s Medha Patkar, a

social actvist and reformer turned politcian. Patkar is the founder

member of Narmada Bachao Andolan. Since 1967, this consttuency

has shown a distnct bent towards the Congress party, but, with a

single excepton, has never elected a candidate twice in succession.

The excepton was Subramanian Swamy who won on the Janata

Party tcket in 1977 and 1980. BJP has so far won three tmes with

Jayawantben Mehta in 1989, Pramod Mahajan in 1996 and Kirit

Somaiya in 1999. The consttuency consists of Assembly segments of

Mulund, Vikhroli, Bhandup West, Ghatkopar East and Ghatkopar

West, and Mankhurd Shivaji Nagar.

Stars Speak:

In the sitng NCP MP Sanjay Dina Patl's Kundali, Saturn and Rahu

are transitng over Mars. From November 2014, he will under the

infuence of the Saturn Sade Sat. In his chart, Saturn and Rahu are in

the Zodiac Sign Pisces. 

Kirit Somaiya has an Aries Ascendant, and Saturn and Rahu are

transitng over his Natal Saturn.

Whereas in Medha Patkar's Kundali, Saturn and Rahu are transitng

through the 10th House from Moon.

Candidates' Details:
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NCP- Sanjay Dina Patl – 10-1-1969, Mumbai

BJP- Kirit Somaiya- 12-2-1954, 12:00, Mumbai

AAP- Medha Patkar – 1-12-1954, Mumbai
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Predicton (Astrological Analysis)

Since Saturn is transitng over the Natal Mars and Saturn-Rahu are

transitng through 10th House from Sun in Sanjay Dina Patl's

Horoscope, it looks set to be an already difcult period for Sanjay

Dina Patl. 

In Kirit Somaiya's Birth Chart, Saturn-Rahu are transitng over his

Natal Saturn, and through the 7th House. From June 2014, Rahu will

be in his 6th House, and according to Ganesha, it may prove to be a

favourable planetary movement for Somaiya. 

In Medha Patkar's Kundali, Saturn and Rahu are transitng over her

Natal Saturn, which is a difcult aspect. But, they are moving through

the 10th House from Sun, hence she will be able to give some fght

to her compettors.

Conclusion:

Considering the planetary positons in these three candidates'

Kundalis, Ganesha foresees that it would get challenging for the

sitng MP Sanjay Dina Patl to save his positon. He will have to fght

tooth and nail, especially against BJP's Kirit Somaiya, whose stars are

quite favourable. Ganesha predicts that Medha Patakar, on the other

hand, will give only an ordinary performance. 

In a nutshell, Ganesha says that Kirit Somaiya may win the

electons with a small margin from the North-East seat of Mumbai. 

Name of the Contributor

Kashyap Raval

The GaneshaSpeaks Team
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Amethi may be a battleground in 2014
General Elections – yet Ganesha still
sees the traditional voters sticking to

their Chosen Ones!

Cosmos may fade RaGa's popularity to a great extent during the

2014 Electons, feels Ganesha. However, despite his fading popularity

and feeble chances of becoming the Prime Minister of India, Rahul

Gandhi will contnue to grow in stature in the Indian politcal scene,

further asserts GaneshaSpeaks.com. 

The glaring point in our politcal scene today is that a party, which

dominated the Indian politcs since independence, producing one

charismatc leader afer another, now appears to be teetering on the

brink. Will Rahul Gandhi manage to step in and salvage the party

from total ruin by winning the Lok Sabha electons?

The stars say, not really, says Ganesha. 

Rahul Gandhi is currently under the infuence of Mars Mahadasha

and Jupiter Bhukt. Mars is placed in the star of Rahu and Jupiter is

retrograde in the Ascendant. Jupiter owns the 6th house (house of

enemy) in his chart and this planetary aspect would be a major

roadblock for him. So, the General electons shall turn out to be a big

electoral test for RaGa. 

The transitng Saturn and Rahu are moving over the retrograde

Jupiter. So, Rahul's role in the selecton of candidates for the polls

may cause turmoil within the Indian Natonal Congress. Also, Rahul's

politcal strategy and skills shall not enthuse the voters and his party

members much. 

As the transitng Jupiter is moving over Rahul's natal Sun and Mars,

the traditonal voters of Congress – the party loyalists - will look at

him to guide them and govern at the natonal level, but he will be

unable to fulfll their expectatons. He will remain concerned and

doubtul about himself or the system, and as a result he will not be

able to express himself freely. 
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Rahul Gandhi's Birth Chart

Smrit Irani's Birth Chart

Kumar Vishwas' Birth Chart
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In an 'adding fuel to fre' move, AAP recently pegged Kumar Vishwas,

the eloquent politcian and poet from Utar Pradesh against RaGa at

Amethi, the key seat of Congress and the Gandhi parivar. In Kumar

Vishwas' chart, assert the GaneshaSpeaks.com's Astrologers, the

transitng Jupiter is aspectng the natal Venus and Jupiter as well. So,

he can be counted as a major challenge to "dynasty politcs" in

Amethi!

And, quite recently Bhartya Jananta Party felded the famous

television Bahu Smrit Irnai from the same seat – which was quite a

shocker. 

Ganesha notes that Smrit has a strong Venus-Mercury conjuncton

in the 10th House of her Kundli, which indicates a successful actng

career, and also makes her one of the prominent women leaders.

She is currently under the infuence of Mars Mahadasha and Saturn

Bhukt. Saturn is the Yogakaraka planet in her chart bringing her to

limelight in this electons season. 

However, Saturn is retrograde and the star Lord Jupiter is also

aficted. So, she has a very tough batle to face in these Electons.

Not to menton that she will be trying hard to woo the voters, and

may also make inroads in Rahul Gandhi's strong consttuency. 

But, her eforts may not derive desired momentum. Despite being a

very popular face and charisma, she may not be able to make

desired impact on Amethi voters. However, her entry in Amethi will

make the contest more interestng. 

All in all the batle is quite ferce what with two very eloquent

leaders contestng against Rahul Gandhi, who doesn't seem to be

managing much confdence vote in 2014 Electons. 

However, this should not spell the end for Rahul and Gandhis in

Amethi. The transitng Saturn, Mars and Rahu in Libra will not augur

well for Kumar Vishwas, so all is yet not won!  

On the other hand, the transitng Jupiter is moving over the natal

Sun and Mars in Rahul's chart. So, he may overcome Vishwas' threat
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and may be able to retain his Lok Sabha seat from Amethi. It will be

an interestng contest though!  

Conclusion

The transitng Saturn, Mars and Rahu in Libra will not augur well for

Kumar Vishwas, so he may really not win the Amethi seat, feels

Ganesha. 

On the other hand, the transitng Jupiter is moving over the natal

Sun and Mars in Rahul's chart. So, he may overcome Vishwas' threat

and may be able to retain his Lok Sabha seat from Amethi.

Smrit Irnai may get some support from the voters, but at best she

will be able to play the role of a spoiler. Her chances of winning the

prestgious seat of Amethi are not so strong. 

All in all, although the chances of Rahul becoming the Prime Minister

of India are very feeble, he stll stands a chance to keep his

traditonal voters' base intact. Despite his failures, he may contnue

to play key role within the Congress and also in Indian politcs in

years to come. 
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Elections 2014 - Nandan Nilekani Vs
H N Ananth Kumar: A David Vs

Goliath battle 
The co-founder of Infosys and the man behind the Aadhaar card,

Nandan Nilekani will contest the Bangalore South seat on a Congress

tcket in the forthcoming Lok Sabha electons. A novice in politcs, he

will take on the BJP heavyweight and 5-tme MP HN Ananth Kumar.

This looks like it is going to be an interestng contest, as the
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consttuency has over 22 lakh voters, largely cosmopolitan in nature.

Mind games have already started with the BJP leader maintaining

that the Congress candidate is just 18 days old to the consttuency,

while he has been around for the last 18 years. On the other hand,

Nilekani said that's not the important thing, but the fact that the

achievements of Kumar were insignifcant.

Nandan Nilekani's Surya Kundli, Date of Birth : June 2, 1955, Place

of Birth : Sirsi, Karnataka, India

H N Ananth Kumar's Surya Kundli, Date of Birth : July 22, 1959,

Place of Birth : Bangalore, India 
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Nandan Nilekani 

Star Speak: Ganesha observes the Surya Kundli of Nandan Nilekani

and notes that Natal Saturn, which is retrograde,  rules the 10th

House of politcal career and it is conjunct with the Natal Moon in

the 6th House.

What does it mean? These astrological factors indicate dealings with

government and its agencies. A person's chances of involvement in

politcs as a career may also be due to this combinaton. However,

Nandan may not get much success, due to the retrogression of his

Natal Saturn. He may have to pass some testng tmes during the

electons. 

Star Speak: At present, he is under the infuence of Saturn return

through the 6th House. Plus, Rahu is also passing through the 6th

House.

What does it mean?  Hence, this factor indicates partal success in

politcs. Due to the aficton of natal Moon, he may face several

problems on the politcal front. Malefc Ketu is transitng over his

Ascendant Lord Venus through the 12th House. Hence, overall he will

have a bumpy ride in his politcal career. 

Ananth Kumar

Star Speak: Now in Ananth Kumar's Surya Kundli, yogakaraka Mars is

conjunct with the Lord of the 11th House of gains. Jupiter, being the

Lord of the 6th House of victory is presently aspectng the 6th House

of his Surya Kundli. Saturn, being the signifer of 6th House is

presently aspectng the 6th and 10th Houses too. 

What does it mean? Considering these all planetary observatons,

Nandan Nilekani may fnd it difcult to compete with Ananth Kunmar

in this upcoming Lok Sabha electons of 2014. In other words,

Ananth Kunmar is likely to beat Nandan Nilekani in this electons. 
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